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Abstract 
 

In many species, members of one sex (usually males) compete for access to mating 

opportunities. When this competition manifests through inter-sexual interactions, female 

preferences commonly drive the evolution of elaborate male traits. Many different models 

have been proposed to explain the evolution of these traits. 

 Anurans are a taxonomic group that is particularly dominated by inter-sexual selection. 

Male frogs spend a significant amount of time and energy producing advertisement calls, 

and these calls are used by females to select from prospective mates. This widespread 

importance of a single type of sexual advertisement across an entire taxonomic group is 

unique within the animal kingdom. As such, anurans are an ideal model taxon for studies 

of inter-sexual selection, and the main aim of this thesis was to demonstrate this 

usefulness of anurans for investigating various models of inter-sexual selection. 

First, the possible functions of male ornaments in anurans were investigated in two 

separate studies. First, calls from the Australian frog Litoria chloris were used to 

investigate whether calls in this species are used as signals of quality, or if the main 

function of calls is for individual recognition. A number of general properties of the 

advertisement calls of L. chloris were assessed to determine which of the two possible 

functions of calls appeared to be more important. It was found that some aspects of the 

calls were consistent with quality signalling, although most were not. In addition, many 

features of the calls indicated that they would be useful for individual recognition. 
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The function of frog calls was also investigated, using a meta-analysis to quantify the 

relationships between male signals (also known as ornaments), male quality, and female 

preferences. The strengths of these relationships were found to be consistent with inter-

sexual indicator models, which assume that male ornaments act as signals of quality. This 

study provides the first evidence of male ornaments acting as signals of quality across an 

entire taxonomic group. 

Finally, a comparative study was carried out to determine whether sexual selection has 

played a major role in the adaptive radiation of anurans. Models that evoke sexual 

selection as a driver of speciation propose that diverging female preferences within a 

population can result in reproductively isolated groups, thus facilitating sympatric 

speciation. These models, therefore, predict that closely related species should have 

divergent sexual signals. The calls from a large number of frog species were analysed, 

and the data collected were used to assess the phylogenetic patterns that were present 

within a variety of different call features. These patterns indicated that many of the call 

features that were analysed did not indicate that closely related species had divergent 

signals. This finding indicates that speciation in anurans is unlikely to have been 

influenced by inter-sexual selection. 

The field of inter-sexual selection is vast, and has many questions that remain unresolved. 

However, this thesis has demonstrated how anurans can be used to investigate some of 

the fundamental ideas involved in inter-sexual selection. In addition, these results open up 

further avenues of research, which could resolve many more questions to do with inter-

sexual selection. 
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 

1.1  Sexual Selection 

In most animal species, the members of one sex compete with each other to gain access to 

mating opportunities (Andersson, 1994). This phenomenon, known as sexual selection, 

arises when there are an unequal number of individuals from each sex capable of mating 

(Emlen & Oring, 1977). When one sex has more individuals available for reproduction at 

any point in time, members of that sex will have to compete for the limited mating 

opportunities that are available (Emlen & Oring, 1977; Andersson, 1982b). In the 

majority of species, it is the males that compete for access to females (Andersson, 1982). 

For simplicity the competing sex will be referred to as male for the duration of this thesis. 

Male-male competition can manifest in two ways. The first way is via intra-sexual 

interactions, where males will compete directly with each other through combat 

(Andersson, 1994). In species that compete intra-sexually, evolution will favour the 

development of weaponry, such as the antlers of a male moose (Alces alces), or other 

traits that will be useful in combat, such as large body size in southern elephant seals 

(Mirounga leonina). Alternatively, competition can manifest through inter-sexual 

interactions, where males compete indirectly via female preferences (Andersson, 1982b; 

Andersson, 1994). In species where sexual interactions occur via female preferences, it is 

common for males to display ornaments that are used by females to select mates (for a 

review of mate choice see Candolin, 2003). These ornaments can come in a large variety 

of forms, ranging from the bowers built by satin bower birds (Ptilonorhynchus violaceus) 

(Borgia, 1985; Borgia, 1986), to the vocalisations of field crickets (Gryllus texensis) 
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(Gray & Cade, 2000), to the elaborate dance of the king bird of paradise (Cicinnurus 

regius) (Bergman, 1957). 

Male ornaments can be extremely costly to produce (Mead & Arnold, 2004). Displaying 

preferences can also be costly for females in the form of wasted energy and missed 

mating opportunities while searching for mates (Iwasa & Pomiankowski, 1991). Why 

then, have female preferences for male ornaments evolved in spite of these apparent 

costs? Many different mechanisms have been proposed to answer this question, and these 

fall into two main groups.  

1.2  Arbitrary Models of Sexual Selection 

The first group of these models are the arbitrary models of sexual selection. The simplest 

of these models was proposed by Fisher (1930). According to Fisher‟s model, an arbitrary 

female preference could evolve for a particular male trait. Males possessing this trait will 

therefore be more successful than males without it. Correspondingly, females will gain a 

fitness advantage by mating with attractive males, and passing on genes for producing 

attractive males to their male offspring. This process will drive the evolution of more and 

more extreme male ornaments through what is termed as Fisherian runaway selection 

(Fisher, 1930; Cornwallis & Uller, 2010). Systems undergoing runaway selection will 

eventually stabilise once the costs of ornaments and preferences become strong enough to 

cancel out the advantages conferred through increased reproductive success. 

Lande (1981) and Kirkpatrick (1982) further developed Fisher‟s idea by providing 

quantitative genetic models for the process. These models explicitly demonstrated that the 

co-evolution of male traits and female preferences will result in a genetic correlation 
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between male traits and female preferences (Iwasa & Pomiankowski, 1991; Kirkpatrick & 

Barton, 1997). These processes show that extravagant male ornaments, and female 

preferences for these characters, can evolve as a consequence of genetic variation in male 

traits and female preferences (Lande, 1981; Kirkpatrick, 1982; Prum, 2010), with no other 

selective forces required.   

1.3  Inter-sexual Indicator Models 

Another group of models that attempt to explain the evolution of costly male ornaments 

and female preferences are the inter-sexual indicator models. According to these models, 

male ornaments have evolved as signals of male quality (reviewed in Andersson & 

Simmons, 2006; Kokko et al., 2006; Jones & Ratterman, 2009), with variation between 

the ornaments of different males representing variation in male quality. In this instance, 

male quality is referring to the level of benefits that a male can provide to a female 

(Zahavi, 1975; Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984; Andersson, 1986; Hill, 1996). Male 

quality is therefore a very broad term, and there are many factors that can all be 

considered to contribute to the quality of an individual male. These factors can range 

from the resources a male can provide to a female, to the genetic benefits a male can 

provide to his offspring (Kirkpatrick, 1996). It is possible, however, to divide these 

aspects of male quality into two main groups, and different models have been developed 

to deal with each group. These are the direct benefit and indirect benefit models.  

According to direct benefit models, a female will select a male based on the immediate 

benefits that he can provide to her (Andersson, 1994; Møller & Jennions, 2001; 

Andersson & Simmons, 2006; Jones & Ratterman, 2009). This benefit could come in the 

form of a high quality territory, where a female gains access to high quality resources. 
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Another possibility is that a female could benefit by selecting a male who will provide 

parental care to their offspring, thereby allowing a female to increase her total number of 

offspring (Møller & Jennions, 2001). These models are intuitively simple, since a female 

will gain a direct benefit from her selection of mate. For such a system to work, a male‟s 

ornament needs to reflect the level of benefits that a male can provide to a female 

(Zahavi, 1975; Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984; Andersson, 1986; Hill, 1996).  The 

advantages a female can gain through the selection of high quality mates is relatively 

simple to quantify, by measuring the fitness a female gains through her selection of mate. 

Correspondingly, direct benefit models gained support from empirical studies (e.g. 

Hoelzer, 1989; Saetre et al., 1995), and are widely accepted as an explanation for the 

evolution of female preferences in many species.  

An alternative to the direct benefit models are the indirect benefit models, commonly 

referred to as genetic benefit models. In many species, females gain no apparent benefit 

from their choice of mate (Kirkpatrick & Ryan, 1991). The reproductive role of a male in 

these species is limited to providing genetic material (Hoglund & Alatalo, 1995). In some 

species, it is even costly for a female to display preferences for extravagant male 

ornaments (Iwasa & Pomiankowski, 1991), yet preferences of this type have evolved in 

many taxa. According to indirect benefit models, when males provide no direct benefits 

to females, females will select mates based on the indirect benefits they can provide to her 

(Kirkpatrick, 1982; Andersson, 1994; Mead & Arnold, 2004). In these models, male 

ornaments should accurately convey information on the genetic quality, or condition of a 

male (Johnstone, 1995). By selecting males with the most extravagant ornaments, a 

female will be gaining high quality genes for her offspring. Accordingly, by selecting 

mates of high genetic quality, a female will increase her own fitness indirectly by 
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maximising the fitness of her offspring (Andersson, 1982b, Kirkpatrick, 1982; Andersson, 

1994; Mead & Arnold, 2004).  

According to both direct and indirect benefit models, the ornaments displayed by a male 

should provide information on the direct and indirect benefits that a male can provide to a 

female (Zahavi, 1975; Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984; Andersson, 1986; Hill, 1996), with 

more extravagant ornaments demonstrating a higher level of male quality. 

1.4 Individual Recognition Models 

Another potential function of male signals is for individual recognition (Dale et al., 2001). 

According to individual recognition models, the primary function of a males ornament or 

signal is to advertise his identity to females, or to other males (Dale et al. 2001). 

Recognition of specific individuals from within a group is known to be useful for many 

kinds of social interaction, such as mate recognition, kin recognition, and neighbour-

stranger discrimination (Barnard & Burk, 1979; van Rhijn & Vodegel, 1980; Beecher, 

1982). In relation to sexual signals, individual recognition models pose very different 

constraints on male signals compared to indicator and arbitrary mechanisms (Dale et al., 

2001). It is therefore very important to consider individual recognition when assessing the 

functions of male signals. 

1.5  Inter-sexual Selection and Speciation 

Traditionally, sexual selection is thought to play a minimal role in speciation, with female 

preferences acting to reinforce an existing division between species (Dobzhansky, 1937). 

In such a system, individual populations must diverge in allopatry, developing some 

degree of post-mating genetic incompatibility (Butlin, 1995), before the two populations 
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return to sympatry. Female preferences that discriminate between populations will be 

favoured by natural selection, since they will prevent maladaptive hybridisation (Sites, 

1994), and will act to reinforce the divergence that initially occurred in allopatry. 

More recent models, however, have indicated that diverging female preferences within a 

population could actually result in sympatric speciation (Dieckmann & Doebeli, 1999; 

Kondrashov & Kondrashov, 1999; van Doorn et al., 2009). These models predict that 

populations could diverge as a result of pre-mating incompatibility (Dieckmann & 

Doebeli, 1999), with differing female preferences acting as barriers to gene flow between 

sympatric populations. Such a system could evolve with minimal genetic change, which 

has led some researchers to suggest that it is possible for species to arise that are only as 

genetically different as separate populations within a species tend to be (Kondrashov & 

Kondrashov, 1999). 

The idea of speciation by sexual selection is supported by a number of empirical studies. 

Specifically, studies on “cryptic” species (species that differ primarily in mating signals) 

suggest that sexual selection has driven speciation in these species (Gray & Cade, 2000; 

Boul et al., 2007). In addition, experimental evidence has shown that some cryptic species 

appear to have minimal post-mating incompatibility (Gray & Cade, 2000), suggesting that 

female preferences alone are preventing hybridisation. 

1.6  Sexual Selection in Frogs 

Inter-sexual selection is a widespread phenomenon in the animal kingdom. However, 

there is one taxonomic group that appears to be particularly dominated by inter-sexual 

selection, namely, the anuran amphibians. In frogs and toads, acoustic signalling is the 
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most important form of communication (Littlejohn, 1977; Wells, 1977a; Gerhardt, 1994). 

The advertisement calls produced by males are the most important aspect of this acoustic 

communication (Wells, 1977a; Gerhardt, 1994). Male advertisement calls are species-

specific signals that are used to attract females to a pond or other area suitable for 

breeding (Wells, 1977a; Passmore et al., 1984; Gerhardt, 1994). In addition to attracting 

females to a breeding area, many studies have demonstrated that male advertisement calls 

are also used by females to select their mates (Ryan, 1980; Berven, 1981; Lopez & 

Narins, 1991; Cherry, 1992; Marquez & Bosch, 1997; Lesbarreres et al., 2008), and calls 

have been shown to relay information about a male to a female, information such as a 

male‟s body size (Ryan, 1986; Platz & Lathrop, 1993; Castellano & Giacoma, 1998). 

In some species of anuran, males have been shown to provide direct benefits to a female. 

These benefits include parental care (Brown et al., 2010), and access to high quality sites 

for egg laying (Wells, 1977b; Lesbarreres et al., 2008). In many species, however, males 

only contribute genetic material and so indirect benefit models are often invoked to 

explain the evolution of female preferences for calls in these species (Hoglund & Alatalo, 

1995).  

Sexual signals are notoriously difficult to quantify. In many vertebrate groups, there is a 

huge amount of diversity in the types of sexual signals produced. Using birds as an 

example, sexual signals range from the tail of the long tailed widowbird (Euplectes 

progne) (Andersson, 1982a) to the incredibly complex calls of the superb lyrebird 

(Menura novaehollandiae) (Powys, 1995). This variation in signals can make comparison 

across distantly related species (and sometimes closely related species) extremely 
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problematic, since there is no meaningful way to quantify these traits in order to study 

them. 

Anurans, however, provide a practical solution to the problems commonly associated 

with studying sexual signals. Anuran signals are very similar across the entire taxon. So 

similar, in fact, that it is possible to quantify some of the same features from the 

advertisement calls of any anuran species (for an example see Bosch & De la Riva, 2004). 

In addition, it is relatively simple to gather large quantities of data on anuran signals using 

a microphone and recording device. It is also fairly simple to analyze frog calls, using 

readily available sound analysis software that can be installed on most computers.   

1.7  Study Species : Litoria chloris 

Litoria chloris is a moderately large tree frog that belongs to the Hylidae family of 

anurans, and is native to Australia. These frogs live in coastal rainforest or wet 

sclerophyll forest, spending most of their lives in trees, descending mainly for breeding 

purposes. Litoria chloris are distributed along the east coast of Australia between 

Proserpine and Sydney (Figure 1.1) (Barker et al., 1995).   

Males call between October and March, with the highest intensity in calling occurring 

between November and February (Davies & McDonald, 1979). Males can be found 

calling from any still water, including rainforest pools, still sections in or beside streams, 

flooded grasslands and roadside ditches (Barker et al., 1995).  

Litoria chloris was selected as the study species for an investigation into whether anuran 

calls are primarily used as signals of quality, or for individual recognition. The 

widespread distribution along the east coast of Australia, along with the long calling 
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season, meant it was easy to collect enough recordings of this species for the analysis. 

Male frogs also call from easily accessible places such as roadside ditches, making them 

an ideal species for this study.   

1.8  Statistical Tool: Meta-analysis 

In addition to studies on individual species, comparing and combining the results of 

different studies, in order to try and discern general trends, is a major part of science. The 

next two sections describe statistical tools that have been employed to study these general 

trends.  

Commonly employed methods of combining studies are to write a review, or to employ a 

“vote counting” procedure, where the numbers of studies that support a hypothesis are 

counted against those that do not. The problem with these methods is that they are 

qualitative, with each study that is included in the review contributing equally to any 

overall trends that are described. Since different studies will have different levels of 

uncertainty associated with their results, treating each study equally may result in trends 

that do not accurately reflect the true trends.  

Providing a solution to these problems is meta-analysis. Meta-analysis is an analytical 

technique that has been widely used in the medical and social sciences, although this 

technique has only been applied to evolutionary science in the last 15 years (Arnqvist & 

Wooster, 1995). Meta-analysis provides a statistical tool that can combine the results of 

many studies (Cooper et al., 2009). Furthermore, meta-analysis accounts for the 

uncertainty associated with different studies by incorporating the variance of the effect 

sizes that are extracted from each study into the overall analysis. Each study is weighted  
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Figure 1.1 Distribution map of Litoria chloris 

Left: A map of the east coast of Australia, showing the current distribution of Litoria 

chloris as a solid grey area.  

Right: A male L. chloris, with vocal sac inflated. 
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by its sample size, which is a major determinant of the variance, with larger studies 

contributing more to the outcome of the analysis. By weighting studies relative to the 

uncertainty associated with their results, it is expected that any real effects will be able to 

be identified. 

1.9  Statistical Tool: Phylogenetic Comparative Analysis 

In comparative evolutionary studies, it is common to compare the distributions of traits in 

a number of related species. However, the phylogenetic relationships, which exist 

between species, mean that closely related species cannot be considered to be 

independent. Closely related species tend to be more similar to each other than distantly 

related species, violating the assumption of independence required by most statistical tests 

(Dobson, 1985; Felsenstein, 1985; Harvey & Pagel, 1991). This similarity associated with 

phylogenetic relationships, commonly referred to as phylogenetic signal or phylogenetic 

autocorrelation, has generally been considered to be a nuisance in comparative analyses. 

Consequently, phylogenetic comparative methods have been developed in order to 

account for the phylogenetic signal present in some taxa (e.g. Felsenstein, 1985; Grafen, 

1989; Rohlf, 2001).  

Unlike some traditional approaches, phylogenetic comparative methods do not infer the 

evolutionary relationships between species using the data that is being analysed. Instead, 

a phylogenetic tree is constructed using independent data, commonly genetic data. The 

comparative data is then mapped onto the tips of the phylogenetic tree, and the 

phylogenetic signal present in the data set can be determined (Jombart et al., 2010a). This 

signal can then be incorporated into comparative analyses, in order to control for the 

effects of phylogenetic relationships while investigating the effects of other factors on 
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trait evolution. In addition, recent work has also demonstrated that phylogenetic signals 

can be useful in their own right, for purposes such as detecting general evolutionary 

trends in comparative data sets (Jombart et al., 2010b). 

1.10  Aims and Chapter Outlines 

In summary, sexual selection is a major force in nature, and has produced some of the 

most conspicuous and elaborate traits in the animal kingdom. The most elaborate of these 

traits are the result of inter-sexual selection, with female preferences driving the evolution 

of male ornaments. These male ornaments are costly to produce, and so an explanation as 

to how they evolved is required. Consequently, there are many models that attempt to 

explain this phenomenon, and many studies that test the predictions of these models. 

Inter-sexual selection has also been implicated in other evolutionary processes, such as 

speciation. However, the vastness of the field of inter-sexual selection, and the huge 

diversity of male ornaments that have resulted from it, has resulted in many of the 

predictions of different models of inter-sexual selection remaining untested. 

Here, it is proposed that anurans, due to their unique ecology, provide an opportunity to 

test many of these predictions. In order to demonstrate this fact, three studies were carried 

out. First, the advertisement calls of an Australian frog, L. chloris, were quantified, and 

used to test whether the sexual signals produced by males in this species appear to act as 

signals of quality, or are used primarily for individual recognition (Chapter 2). In 

addition, a meta-analysis was conducted to determine whether the arbitrary or indicator 

models of inter-sexual selection were in better agreement with the published literature on 

mate choice in anurans (Chapter 3). This meta-analysis is unique in providing the first test 

of the indicator models of sexual selection at the scale of an entire order, rather than in a 
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single species. Finally, a phylogenetic comparative analysis was carried out in order to 

test whether speciation by sexual selection has played a significant role in the adaptive 

radiation of anurans (Chapter 4). This comparative analysis demonstrates how useful 

anuran advertisement calls can be for comparing sexual signals between species, while 

also testing a contentious theory. 

Overall, the aim of this thesis was to demonstrate how, using anurans as a model taxon, it 

is possible to test some major predictions of inter-sexual selection theories that are 

currently unresolved.   

1.11  Presentation of the Thesis 

Each of the data-based chapters of this thesis has been written in the form of a stand-alone 

paper, with an abstract, reference section, and appendices specific to the study. As such 

there may be some repetition in content among chapters. However, treating each study as 

a piece of individual research is in keeping with common publication guidelines, and is 

the most appropriate layout for this thesis. 
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Chapter 2: Assessing the use of calls as signals 

of male quality in Litoria chloris 

ABSTRACT 

In many species, male animals produce costly ornaments to attract females. Inter-sexual 

indicator theories propose that these ornaments act as signals of male quality, and as such 

females can accurately judge the quality of a male via his signalling traits. In contrast, 

individual recognition models are based on the idea that male ornaments (or signals) are 

used primarily to allow for individual discrimination. These two types of models make 

different predictions about some general properties of male signals. In particular, they 

make differing predictions on the information about a male‟s quality that will be included 

in his signal, the frequency distributions of male signals in a population, and the ways in 

which the different traits that make up a male signal co-vary. The Australian frog Litoria 

chloris was chosen to determine whether the properties of calls in this species are 

consistent with inter-sexual indicator models or individual recognition models. The calls 

of this species were found to contain minimal information on male quality, and the co-

variance between different signal traits was consistent with the individual recognition 

models. However the frequency distributions of male signal traits were consistent with 

inter-sexual indicator models. Overall, this study supported the individual recognition 

models, although methodological limitations meant that the inter-sexual indicator models 

could not be ruled out, and acting as signals of quality may still be a major function of the 

advertisement calls of this species. 

A manuscript in preparation for Ethology 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Conspicuous and costly secondary sexual characteristics are some of the most extreme 

traits found within the animal kingdom. Darwin proposed that such male traits evolve and 

are maintained via sexual selection, and facilitate competition between males for access 

to mating opportunities (Darwin, 1871). In many species female preferences are the 

driving force behind the evolution of male ornaments, and as such many models have 

been developed to explain why female preferences for male ornaments have arisen 

(Andersson & Simmons, 2006). 

One major group of these models are the inter-sexual indicator models, in which male 

ornaments (commonly referred to as signals) act as indicators of underlying quality 

(Andersson, 1994; Møller & Jennions, 2001; Kokko et al., 2006). Females display 

preferences for high quality males, with high quality males being able to provide the 

highest levels of direct and/or indirect benefits to a female (Andersson & Simmons, 2006; 

Jones & Ratterman, 2009). In these models, male signals are the means by which a female 

will judge a potential mate, and as such signals will have evolved as indicators of male 

quality (Zahavi, 1975; Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984; Andersson, 1986; Hill, 1996).  

An alternative functional explanation for male ornaments is the individual recognition 

model (Dale et al., 2001), where the only function of male signals is to identify a 

particular individual within a population. In species with a high level of social interaction, 

the ability to recognise individuals can facilitate many different social interactions, such 

as mate recognition, kin recognition, and neighbour-stranger discrimination (Barnard & 

Burk, 1979; van Rhijn & Vodegel, 1980; Beecher, 1982; Ydenberg et al., 1988; 

Johnstone, 1997). In relation to sexual signals, individual recognition models do not 
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require that male ornaments give a female any information other than the male‟s identity 

(Dale et al., 2001).  

In anurans, acoustic communication is the dominant form of sexual signalling, with male 

frogs producing calls that advertise their position, and availability to mate, to females. It 

is also thought that different aspects of frog calls contain information on the quality and 

condition of males (Ryan, 1991; Castellano & Giacoma, 1998), and that female frogs use 

male calls to decide which males to mate with (Morris & Yoon, 1989; Welch et al., 1998; 

Welch, 2003). In addition, there is also evidence that anuran calls also contain 

information useful for individual discrimination (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001). 

The inter-sexual indicator models and the individual discrimination models make some 

slightly different predictions about the general properties that can be expected of anuran 

sexual signals. The most obvious way that these two theories differ is in relation to the 

information present in male signals. The inter-sexual indicator models predict that 

variation in male signals will correspond with differences in male quality (reviewed in 

Andersson & Simmons, 2006; Kokko et al., 2006; Jones & Ratterman, 2009). Male 

signals need to be a reliable indicator of either the direct or indirect benefits, or both, 

which a male can provide (Zahavi, 1975; Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984; Andersson, 

1986; Hill, 1996). Thus, there should be a correlation between male quality and male 

ornaments. Conversely, the individual recognition models do not require there to be any 

link between male signals and male quality (Dale et al., 2001). All that these models 

require is that there is sufficient variation present in signals to allow a female to 

discriminate between males.   
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In most anuran species male quality can be considered to equate with body size, with 

larger males being of higher quality than smaller males (Wells, 1977; Morris, 1989; 

Dyson et al., 1998; Schulte-Hostedde & Schank, 2009; Richardson et al., 2010). Anurans 

display indeterminate growth, meaning that larger males have grown faster or survived 

longer than small males (Halliday & Verrell, 1988). In addition, the offspring of larger 

male frogs have enhanced survival compared to those of smaller males (Woodward, 

1987), and larger males have increased fertilisation success in a variety of species (Davies 

& Halliday, 1977; Gibbons & Mccarthy, 1986; Robertson, 1986). This importance of 

body size in anurans means that the call should contain information on body size if calls 

are indicative of the quality of a male.  

Another way in which these two types of models differ relates to the distributions of male 

phenotypes in the population (Dale, 2000). According to individual recognition models, 

the specific ornament that a male possesses will not have any effect on his fitness (Dale et 

al., 2001). There will be no reason to expect that ornaments will be distributed about 

some particular value, since there is no selection pressure driving male ornaments 

towards any specific value (Maynard Smith, 1982; Beecher, 1989). On the other hand, 

inter-sexual indicator models predict that male ornaments should be unimodally 

distributed (Alatalo et al., 1988; Hill, 1992; Wolfenbarger, 1999). According to these 

models, selection should either act in a stabilising role, keeping male ornaments 

distributed around an optimal phenotype, or in a directional role, driving male phenotypes 

toward some optimal value (Andersson & Simmons, 2006). 

A third way that inter-sexual indicator models and individual recognition models differ is 

in the relationships between different aspects of male signals. The inter-sexual indicator 
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models predict that the individual traits that make up a male signal will co-vary, since it 

can be expected that the different traits involved in signalling will collectively reflect a 

male‟s overall quality (Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984; Møller & Pomiankowski, 1993). 

Conversely, the individual recognition models do not expect male signalling traits to co-

vary. In fact, these models would expect male traits to be entirely independent, in order to 

allow male signals to vary enough for discrimination between individuals (Dale et al., 

2001).   

Variation in male signals can also be a result of changing environmental variables 

(Cornwallis & Uller, 2010). This variation could be a confounding factor when 

investigating the selective forces acting on male signals. As such, the effects of 

environmental variables need to be considered when studying male signals. In particular, 

temperature is an important environmental variable for anurans, having effects on both 

their levels of physical activity and their calls (Zweifel, 1959; Zweifel, 1968; Lingnau & 

Bastos, 2007). Specifically, temperature is known to have an effect on the frequency of 

calls (Gerhardt & Mudry, 1980), and it is the frequency that is thought to give 

information to a female about the body size of a potential mate (Ryan, 1986; Castellano & 

Giacoma, 1998). Call duration and pulse rate are also known to be affected by 

temperature (Gayou, 1984).  

This study aimed to assess the signals produced by an Australian frog, Litoria chloris, to 

test the differing predictions of the inter-sexual indicator models and the individual 

recognition models. First this study quantified the relationship between a variety of male 

call features and male quality, using body size as a proxy for quality. The distributions of 

male phenotypes in the population were then assessed for each of the analysed call 
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features. The relationships between call features were also assessed to determine how 

independent each was. In addition, the potential use of calls to discriminate between male 

conspecifics was also investigated. Finally, the relationship between temperature and 

variation in male signals was also assessed, in order to determine how much variation in 

signals can result from environmental influences. 

2.2 METHODS 

2.2.1 Study Species and Call Recording 

L. chloris is a moderately large arboreal frog (snout-to-vent length 54-68mm) found on 

the east coast of Australia, north of Sydney. Male calling occurs between October and 

March, with a peak in breeding between November and February (Davies & McDonald, 

1979).  

Calls from L. chloris individuals were recorded at five sites (Figure 2.1) over seven nights 

between the 12
th

 and 20
th

 of January 2011. Calls were recorded between 19:00h and 

23:15h. Calls were recorded from a distance of between 0.5m and 1m using an AKG SE 

300B unidirectional CK98 microphone and a Marantz PMD670 solid state recorder. 

Immediately after recording, male frogs were caught and their body temperatures 

measured using a DSE infrared thermometer, and snout-vent lengths (SVL) measured 

using a dial vernier calliper (Figure 2.2). Males were marked using toe clipping prior to 

their release. All recorded calls were analysed using Raven Pro version 1.3 for Windows. 

Waveforms (energy vs. time), spectrograms (frequency vs. time) and power spectra 

(energy vs. frequency) were generated for each recording (Figure 2.3). 



 

Figure 2.1 Location of Study Sites 

Left: A map of the east coast of Australia, with a small box highlighting the area containing the study sites. 

Right: The area of the east coast containing the study sites, with the locations of the study sites marked by bullet points. 

2
6
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Figure 2.2 Measuring a Litoria chloris 

A male Litoria chloris, in the process of being measured with a dial vernier calliper.  
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Figure 2.3 An idealised Litoria chloris call 

An idealised version of a Litoria chloris (bottom right) advertisement call, showing a 

spectrogram (A), waveform (B) and power spectrum (C). Labelled within the diagrams 

are: i. one entire moan; ii. one entire trill; iii. the moan interval; iv. one pulse from within 

a moan; v. the trill interval; vi. one pulse from within a trill; vii. the dominant frequency.
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2.2.2  Sound Analyses 

Three calls were analysed at a particular temperature for each frog (when < 3 calls were 

available all were analysed). The calls of L. chloris are comprised of two distinct note 

types; moans and trills (Figure 2.3). The moan component of calls is thought to facilitate 

locating of males by females, while the trill component is thought to serve as an 

aggressive signal directed at other males (Morrison et al., 2001). Six characters were 

quantified for each type of note, along with the duration of the entire call. This gave 13 

different acoustic variables. These were: Call Duration (CD); Moan Number (MN); Moan 

Duration (MD); Moan Frequency (MF); Moan Pulse Number (MP); Moan Rate (MR); 

Moan Interval (MI); Trill Number (TN); Trill Duration (TD); Trill Frequency (TF); Trill 

Pulse Number (TP); Trill Rate (TR); and Trill Interval (TI) (Table 2.1, Figure 2.3).  

2.2.3 Statistical Analysis 

All statistical analyses were carried out in R statistical software, version 2.11.0 (R 

development core team 2010). To assess the effects of temperature and body size on the 

different call parameters, linear mixed models were fitted to each response variable 

individually, using the lme4 statistical package (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000). Prior to 

inclusion in the model all variables were scaled and standardized (both predictor and 

response variables) to make all models comparable. Frog identity was included as a 

random factor and either body temperature or body size as a predictor. Including frog 

identity as a random factor avoids the pseudo replication associated with including 

multiple calls from each male, while preventing the discarding of useful information by 

using mean values for each male. 
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Next, a principal component analysis was performed using the labdsv statistical package 

(Roberts, 2007). The principal component analysis was used to determine whether the 

different call features were highly correlated when considered together, and also to 

attempt to reduce the number of response variables.  

 A discriminant function analysis (DFA) was performed on the standardized and scaled 

call parameters, using the MASS statistical package (Venables & Ripley, 2002). Internal 

validation of the analysis was carried out using leave-one-out cross validation. This 

analysis was used to determine how accurately the recorded calls could be used to 

differentiate between individual frogs, and also to determine which call parameters best 

account for the variation between the calls of individual frogs.  

In addition, coefficients of variation [CV = SD / x̄ * 100, where x̄ represents either the 

mean value for a male, or the mean value for all males, depending on which coefficient of 

variation is being calculated] were calculated within and between individual males for 

each call feature. For within male measurements (CVw), a coefficient of variation was 

calculated for each male, and the mean and standard deviation of these values are 

presented. Only males from which there were multiple calls were able to be included in 

the within male calculations. For the between male measurements (CVb) the mean values 

of each call parameter for each male were calculated, these mean values were then used to 

calculate the overall coefficient of variation. 
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Table 2.1 Litoria chloris call features 

 Descriptions and abbreviations for the call properties used in the analysis of Litoria 

chloris calls. 

Abbreviation Call feature Description 

CD Call Duration The total length of the call, from the beginning of 

the first moan to the end of the last trill 

MN Moan Number The total number of moans in a call 

MD Moan Duration The total length of the most central moan within the 

call 

MF Moan Frequency The dominant frequency of the central moan 

MP Moan Pulse Number The total number of pulses in the central moan 

MR Moan Rate The rate at which moans are produced during a call 

MI Moan Interval The mean interval between moans either side of the 

central moan 

TN Trill Number The total number of trills in a call 

TD Trill Duration The total length of the central trill 

TF Trill Frequency The dominant frequency of the most central trill 

within the call 

TP Trill Pulse Number The total number of pulses in the central trills 

TR Trill Rate The rate at which trills are produced during a call 

TI Trill Interval The mean interval between trills either side of the 

central trill 
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2.3 RESULTS 

Between 1 and 5 calls were recorded from 21 different individual frogs (mean calls per 

frog = 2.67, SD = 0.92), giving 56 calls total. The average values of call parameters are 

given in Table 2.2. All call features were unimodally distributed within the sample tested, 

with most features displaying an approximately normal distribution, although the moan 

frequency distribution was close to being bimodal (Figure 2.4).   

2.3.1 Principal component Analysis 

The different call features were found to be highly independent, with the first principal 

component explaining only 23.5% of the variation present in the data set (Table 2.3). A 

total of 10 principal components were required to account for 99% of the variation 

present in the data. 

2.3.2 Body Size and Temperature 

Body size and temperature each explained variation in only two call parameters (Table 

2.4). Body size was negatively related to trill frequency (t = -3.444, df = 35, p = 0.002) 

and trill rate (t = -2.937, df = 35, p = 0.006), while temperature was negatively related to 

call duration (t = -2.839, df = 35, p = 0.007) and positively related to moan rate (t = 2.341, 

df = 35, p = 0.025) (Table 2.4). 
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Table 2.2 Descriptive statistics of Litoria chloris calls  

Descriptive statistics of call properties based on the mean individual  

call properties of 21 Litoria chloris males 

representing natural variation between 17.7°C -20.3°C air temperature. 

Call feature (unit) Mean (SD) Range 

Call duration (s) 20.47  (4.37) 12.76-36.80 

Moan number 11.23  (2.25) 6-17 

Moan duration (s) 0.9049  (0.1167) 0.6760-1.276 

Moan frequency (Hz) 1889  (186) 1593-2366 

Moan pulse number 174.8  (24.28) 132-260 

Moan rate (moans/min) 193.2  (11.58) 175.6-223.7 

Moan interval (s) 0.2694  (0.03343) 0.1930-0.3895 

Trill number 8.089  (3.83) 2-23 

Trill duration (s) 0.2871  (0.07067) 0.1380-0.4390 

Trill frequency (Hz) 810.4  (81.47) 690-984 

Trill pulse number 9.179  (1.955) 4-12 

Trill rate (trills/min) 32.42  (4.433) 25.00-53.92 

Trill interval (s) 0.2951  (0.1168) 0.1530-0.7355 

 



 

 

Figure 2.4 Call Feature Distributions 

Frequency distributions for the 13 call features quantified from the advertisement calls of 21 Litoria chloris individuals. For all graphs the 

frequency is represented on the vertical axis, with the trait measurement on the horizontal axis. 

3
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Table 2.3 Principal component analysis summary 

The proportion of the variance explained by each of the principal components calculated 

for 13 call features from Litoria chloris. 

Principal 

Component 

Proportion of 

variance 

Cumulative 

proportion 

1 0.235 0.235 

2 0.174 0.409 

3 0.145 0.554 

4 0.105 0.660 

5 0.089 0.749 

6 0.077 0.826 

7 0.062 0.889 

8 0.049 0.938 

9 0.039 0.977 

10 0.019 0.996 

11 0.004 0.999 

12 0.000 1.000 

13 0.000 1.000 
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Table 2.4 Effects of Body Size and Temperature  

Results of linear models used to estimate the effects of body size (on the left) or 

temperature (on the right) on call properties in 21 Litoria chloris individuals (mean calls 

per individual = 2.67, SD = 0.92). All models included individual frog as a random factor.  

Call feature df Size SE t Temp SE t 

Call duration 35 0.138 0.169 0.812 -0.393 0.139 -2.839 

Moan number 35 0.078 0.201 0.390 0.172 0.165 1.041 

Moan duration 35 0.206 0.230 0.893 0.025 0.142 0.178 

Moan frequency 35 -0.243 0.205 -1.183 0.100 0.144 0.694 

Moan pulse number 35 0.126 0.231 0.544 0.164 0.136 1.200 

Moan rate 35 -0.211 0.197 -1.068 0.355 0.152 2.341 

Moan interval 35 0.227 0.185 1.227 -0.068 0.164 -0.418 

Trill number 35 -0.003 0.136 -0.027 -0.204 0.133 -1.532 

Trill duration 35 0.054 0.213 0.252 -0.068 0.140 -0.482 

Trill frequency 35 -0.565 0.164 -3.444 -0.005 0.124 -0.040 

Trill pulse number 35 -0.157 0.204 -0.770 -0.057 0.162 -0.351 

Trill rate 35 -0.430 0.146 -2.937 -0.025 0.158 1.056 

Trill interval 35 -0.137 -0.135 1.014 0.203 0.133 1.526 
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2.3.3  Individual Call Distinctiveness 

The discriminant function analysis identified six call features that together give the most 

accurate identification of males (77.4% correctly identified males). These call features 

were trill frequency, trill duration, moan pulse number, moan frequency, moan duration 

and moan number (Table 2.5). 

All of the call features except for trill number were more variable between males than 

within males, with most being much more variable between males than within (Table 

2.6), although this could be due to the low number of calls analyzed for each male (mean 

= 2.67, SD = 0.92 calls per male). 
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 Table 2.5 Discriminant Function Analysis 

The assignment accuracy of the discriminant function analyses using the six most useful 

call properties from the calls of Litoria chloris. The call properties included are trill 

frequency (TF), trill duration (TD), moan pulse number (MP), moan frequency (MF), 

moan duration (MD) and moan number (MN). 

Call properties 

Correct assignment 

accuracy (%) 

TF 41.5 

TF+TD 62.3 

TF+TD+MP 73.5 

TF+TD+MP+MF 75.5 

TF+TD+MP+MF+MD 75.5 

TF+TD+MP+MF+MD+MN 77.4 

 

Table 2.6 Coefficients of Variation 

Within and between individual coefficients of variation [CV = SD / x̄ * 100] for each of 

the 13 call properties from Litoria chloris. 

Call Feature CVw CVb CVb/CVw 

 mean sd   

Call duration 14.642 9.859 17.371 1.186 

Moan number 8.952 7.057 18.489 2.065 

Moan duration 4.755 4.165 14.032 2.951 

Moan frequency 3.351 5.181 9.518 2.840 

Moan pulse rate 5.069 3.141 14.806 2.921 

Moan rate 3.124 2.297 5.483 1.755 

Moan interval 4.737 5.803 10.835 2.287 

Trill number 34.715 23.898 33.718 0.971 

Trill duration 9.208 9.273 23.881 2.594 

Trill frequency 2.548 3.510 9.329 3.662 

Trill pulse rate 10.171 14.382 20.508 2.016 

Trill rate 6.253 7.775 10.458 1.673 

Trill interval 21.230 25.251 27.541 1.297 
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2.4 DISCUSSION 

The main aim of this study was to assess some of the general properties of male 

advertisement calls in L. chloris. These properties were assessed in order to determine 

whether inter-sexual indicator models, or individual recognition models, were more 

consistent with male signals in this species. In particular, three properties of signals that 

are expected to differ, depending on which type of model is the best explanation for 

signals in a particular species, were assessed. 

2.4.1 Male Quality 

The first property assessed was the relationship between signals and quality. The inter-

sexual indicator models predict that signals should be highly correlated with male quality, 

since signals are meant to act as indicators of quality (Andersson, 1982; Andersson & 

Simmons, 2006). Conversely, the individual recognition models do not predict any link 

between male quality and signals.  

Male body size is an important trait in many species of frog, and was selected to act as a 

proxy for quality. Correspondingly, the usefulness of calls to convey information on the 

body size of males was assessed. Body size was only significantly related to two call 

parameters (trill frequency and trill rate), both of which are in the trill part of the call. 

Body size is usually a major determinant of the frequency of calls (Ryan, 1986; 

Castellano & Giacoma, 1998), so it is therefore surprising that it is only the trill frequency 

that is related to body size, and not also the moan frequency. It is likely that the small 

number of replicates for each male has contributed to this finding, and that a larger 
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sample size may result in a significant relationship between body size and moan 

frequency.  

However, there may be an alternative explanation which relates to the unique sexual 

system of this species of frog. Morrison et al. (2001) conducted a study that suggested 

that female L. chloris preferentially select smaller male frogs to mate with. This may be 

active selection, or it could be that females have no specific preferences (or a weak 

preference) for male size which is overshadowed by natural selection favouring smaller 

males that require less energy to call. If females do not actively select males based on size 

then there would be no selection pressure for males to advertise their size in the 

component of the call which is used to attract females, the moan.  

On the other hand, the trill component of the call is thought to function as an aggressive 

signal to other males (Morrison et al., 2001). Advertising their size to other males may be 

advantageous, as males will be able to avoid confrontation over territories by assessing 

the size of opponents before confronting them. Such size assessment by male conspecifics 

has been documented in many anuran species (e.g. Davies & Halliday, 1978; Wagner, 

1989).   

2.4.2 Call Feature Distributions 

The second general property that was assessed was the distributions of call features 

within the population. The inter-sexual indicator models predict that the different call 

features should be unimodally distributed around an optimal value (Alatalo et al., 1988; 

Hill, 1992; Wolfenbarger, 1999). The individual recognition models do not necessarily 
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predict a unimodal distribution, instead predicting that many different kinds of 

distributions could be present (Dale et al., 2001). 

The call features assessed in this study were all approximately unimodally distributed, 

although of note is the distribution of moan frequencies. Moan frequencies were a very 

rough approximation to a unimodal distribution, providing further support for the idea 

that body size is not important for mate choice in this species. If there are no selection 

pressures favouring males that accurately advertise their body size, then it is unsurprising 

that there is little to no information on the size of a male in the part of the call that is 

directed toward females. 

2.4.3 Call Feature Co-variance 

The third call property that was assessed was the relationships between the different call 

features. The individual recognition models predict that different features of male signals 

should vary independently, in order to maximise the amount of variation present in a 

population that can be used for individual discrimination (Dale et al., 2001). Conversely, 

the inter-sexual indicator models predict that there should be some co-variance between 

different signal features, with different features giving similar information on the 

underlying quality of an individual (Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984; Møller & 

Pomiankowski, 1993). 

The call features of Litoria chloris were assessed collectively by using a principal 

component analysis to recombine the original variables into a set of independent synthetic 

variables. When the original variables are highly correlated, the first few synthetic 

variables that are created will explain the majority of the variation present in a data set. In 
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this study, however, the different features of L. chloris calls were found to be highly 

independent, with 10 synthetic variables being required to account for the variance in the 

data set. 

2.4.4 Call Individuality 

In addition to assessing the three properties already discussed, the usefulness of  calls for 

individual recognition was assessed. First the within and between individual variations 

were calculated. For all components, except for trill number, there was more variation 

between individuals than within them, with the ratio of between individual variation to 

within individual variation for each component being larger than 1.0. This finding is 

consistent with studies on the frogs Lithobates clamitans (Bee et al., 2001) and Lithobates 

catesbeianus (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001), and shows a stronger trend than was found in 

Oophaga pumilio (Prohl, 2003) and Allobates femoralis (Gasser et al., 2009). This 

stronger trend is an important finding as it indicated that the “information capacity” 

(Gasser et al., 2009) of the different call features is high in L. chloris. 

The information capacity of a call parameter is an important consideration as even 

parameters with a ratio of larger than 1.0 (i.e. more variation between individuals than 

within individuals) may still not be useful for differentiating between individuals. To be 

useful in uniquely identifying individuals, a call property needs to be much more variable 

between males than within males. This ensures that there is a large enough difference 

between males for females to differentiate between them. L. chloris call parameters give 

consistently high ratios, so have a high information capacity. 
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Furthermore, a discriminant function analysis showed that the trill frequency was the 

most useful individual parameter for identifying males, although using this parameter 

alone gave a correct assignment accuracy of only 41.5%. Adding trill duration improved 

this accuracy to 62.1%, and then adding a further four components, all from the moan part 

of the call (moan pulse number, moan frequency, moan duration and moan number) gave 

the maximum accuracy of 77.4%. Such a high level of accuracy indicates that male calls 

are likely to be useful in determining the identity of a male, particularly since the analysis 

included a large number of individual frogs (n = 21). In a natural setting it is unlikely that 

a female would have to discriminate between such a large number of males 

simultaneously, and as such it would become even easier to identify individuals. 

The importance of trill components in the discriminant function analysis may further 

indicate that signalling in these frogs may be directed more towards other males. It is 

possible that the moan part of the calls is used primarily to allow females to locate males, 

and may convey little useful information about male quality to potential mates. Further 

research into the harmonic structure etc. of calls will be required to determine whether 

this is the case. 

2.4.5 Temperature 

In addition to assessing the inter-sexual indicator and individual recognition models, the 

effect of temperature on frog calls was also examined. Temperature is an important 

environmental variable for frog species (Zweifel, 1959; Zweifel, 1968; Lingnau & Bastos, 

2007), and as such was used to test for the effect of environmental variation on frog calls.  
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Temperature was found to have only limited effects on calls in L. chloris, with variation 

in only two call parameters (call duration and moan rate) found to be significantly related 

to the temperature. It is possible that the lack of significant results could be due to the 

small number of calls analyzed for each frog, and the fact that for all but two individuals, 

calls were recorded at only one temperature. Low variation in temperatures was also a 

factor (temperature range: 17.7°C -20.3°C). Future studies will need to gather more calls 

from each individual male, with multiple temperatures per individual, in order to validate 

these results. 

If these results do reflect the true effect that temperature has on call parameters in L. 

chloris, it would indicate that temperature is not a large contributor to the variation 

present in the calls. This finding would contrast with those of a previous study where 

temperature has been shown to have large effects on multiple call parameters (Gayou, 

1984). However, this study represented a much larger range in temperatures (9.2-33.5°C ) 

than the present study. Other studies that had similar temperature ranges to this study 

(approximately 5°C) found similar results to this study (e.g. Sullivan, 1982). 

2.4.6 The Function of Calls in L. chloris 

The assessment of calls in this species does not indicate conclusively that either the inter-

sexual indicator models or the individual recognition models are an adequate explanation 

of the function of advertisement calls in L. chloris on their own. The minimal information 

on male body size that was detected in the moan part of the calls, along with the high 

information capacity of the calls, may indicate that individual recognition is important in 

interactions between males and females in this species. The high level of independence of 

the different call features also supports the individual recognition models. Conversely, the 
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unimodal distributions of the different call features are consistent with the inter-sexual 

indicator models.  

However, the lack of information on body size in the part of the call directed at females 

may actually indicate that body size was not an appropriate proxy for quality. This 

finding would be consistent with Morrison (2001), who found that females did not select 

mates based on body size in this species. In order to determine whether quality plays a 

role in mate choice at all in L. chloris, other aspects of male quality and condition need to 

be quantified, and their relationships with call parameters need to be evaluated. 

Overall, this study supports the idea that male signals could be used for individual 

recognition in this species. Nonetheless, it is possible that male advertisement calls are 

used to signal the quality of a male to females in L. chloris, but further research will be 

required to determine which male traits can be considered to equate with quality.  
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Chapter 3: Male quality, signal honesty and 

female choice: testing the predictions of inter-

sexual selection 

ABSTRACT 

Numerous models have attempted to explain the evolution of extravagant male ornaments 

found in many species. Fisherian models involve two traits: female preference and male 

signals, with male ornaments evolving due to covariance between male ornaments and 

female preferences. Conversely, inter-sexual indicator models postulate that male 

ornaments have evolved as signals of quality, and thus, the models involve a third trait; 

male quality. Using data on anuran species, the relative strengths of the relationships 

between the three traits in the indicator models were assessed using a meta-analytic 

approach. The relative strengths among the three traits calculated were as predicted by the 

indicator models, although high levels of variation were observed in the analyses. Such 

uncertainty may indicate phenotypic plasticity, both in terms of fluctuating female 

preferences and male traits. These results provide strong support for the indicator models, 

but suggest an urgent need to incorporate phenotypic plasticity into sexual selection 

theories. 

 

 

A version of this chapter is currently under review for the Journal of Evolutionary 

Biology 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Male animals commonly possess conspicuous secondary sexual characteristics, also 

known as either ornaments or weaponry. Darwin proposed that such male traits evolve 

and are maintained via sexual selection, which regulates access to mates (Darwin, 1871). 

This competition can be intra-sexual with (usually) males competing directly with each 

other by using their weaponry to gain access to mating opportunities. Alternatively, 

sexual selection can manifest as inter-sexual interactions, with (usually) females 

displaying preferences for males with the most elaborate ornaments (i.e. mate choice). 

When female preferences are thought to be the driving force behind sexual selection, 

models that explain how these preferences evolve and are maintained are often invoked. 

One major class of these models are Fisherian models (Cornwallis & Uller, 2010). 

According to these models, female preferences drive the evolution of arbitrary male 

ornaments. These ornaments arise as a result of genetic variability in female preferences 

and in male traits in the absence of other evolutionary forces (Fisher, 1930; Lande, 1981), 

with increased male signalling eliciting stronger female preferences. Thus, sexual 

selection by this process involves only two traits, female preference and male ornaments.  

An alternative to Fisherian models is the inter-sexual indicator models, in which male 

ornaments act as indicators of underlying quality. These mate choice models can 

generally be categorised as either direct benefit or indirect benefit models (reviewed in 

Andersson & Simmons, 2006; Kokko et al., 2006; Jones & Ratterman, 2009). Direct 

benefit models postulate that a female will select a male that can provide immediate and 

tangible benefits to her (Andersson, 1994; Møller & Jennions, 2001; Andersson & 
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Simmons, 2006; Jones & Ratterman, 2009). Conversely, indirect benefit models, 

commonly called genetic benefit models, postulate that females select males of high 

genetic quality in order to maximise the fitness of their offspring (Kirkpatrick, 1982; 

Andersson, 1994; Mead & Arnold, 2004). In order for females to assess male quality, 

male ornaments need to be a reliable indicator of either the direct or indirect benefits, or 

both, which a male can provide (Zahavi, 1975; Kodric-Brown & Brown, 1984; 

Andersson, 1986; Hill, 1996).   

When females use ornaments as a means to assess male quality, selection can act (either 

directly or indirectly) on three separate traits: female preferences, male ornaments 

(signals of quality), and male quality (Smith, 1991). In turn, these three traits can be 

linked to one another by three relationships/correlations: 1) between female preference 

and male signal (relationship A, Figure 3.1), 2) between male signal and male quality 

(relationship B, Figure 3.1), and 3) between male quality and female preference 

(relationship C, Figure 3.1). Furthermore, the relative strengths of these relationships can 

be predicted (see Figure 3.1). The strongest of these relationships is expected to be that 

between signal and quality. Because signal-quality relationship is a direct measure of how 

honest the signal is, it should be high for mate choice theory to hold. The preference-

signal relationship should be of intermediate strength, since it is still a direct relationship 

(females judge male signals directly), but will be weakened by environmental and 

physiological factors that affect the ability of a female to assess male signals. The 

weakest ought to be the quality-preference relationship, because it is an indirect 

relationship that relies on the ability of a female to judge male quality using the male 

signal as an indicator. These predictions are in contrast with Fisherian models, which 
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Figure 3.1 The inter-sexual indicator model 

The three light grey bands which join the ovals represent three relationships that are 

involved in inter-sexual selection: (A) female preference for male signals; (B) the 

correlation between male quality and male signals; and (C) female preference for 

underlying male quality. The thicknesses of the bands represent the predicted relative 

strengths of these relationships. The straight horizontal bands (relationships A and B) are 

direct relationships, where one trait is directly linked to the other, while the curved band 

(relationship C) is an indirect relationship where the two traits are linked via an 

intermediate “signal” trait. In brackets are the male traits which were used to represent 

male signals and male quality in this analysis. 
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 involve only the relationship between female preferences and male signals (relationship 

A, Figure 3.1) and give no predictions of the relative strengths of the other relationships. 

The relative strengths of the relationships are either implicitly or explicitly assumed in the 

aforementioned inter-sexual indicator models. However, there have been no explicit 

empirical demonstrations of these assumptions or predictions (Prum, 2010). The most 

likely explanation for this gap in the literature is that it is very difficult to quantify and 

measure male quality. Studies that attempt to quantify male quality generally aim to 

assess the honesty of signals (e.g. Candolin, 1999), usually by measuring the correlation 

between a male signal and some putative measure of male quality (this method is 

discussed in Johnstone, 1995). However, due to the methodology employed, the results of 

such studies rely entirely on measurements of male traits that accurately represent a 

male‟s true underlying quality, otherwise any measured effects will not accurately reflect 

the honesty of the signal.  

Here it is proposed that anurans (frogs and toads) provide a rare opportunity to assess the 

relative strengths of the three relationships, upon which inter-sexual indicator theories 

rely, because male quality in anurans is relatively simple to quantify. Published literature 

strongly supports that male quality generally equates with body size in anurans, with 

larger males being of higher quality than smaller males (Wells, 1977; Morris, 1989; 

Dyson et al., 1998; Schulte-Hostedde & Schank, 2009; Richardson et al., 2010). Anurans 

display indeterminate growth, meaning that larger males have either survived longer or 

have faster growth rates than small males (Halliday & Verrell, 1988). In addition, the 

offspring of larger male frogs have enhanced survival compared to those of smaller males 
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(Woodward, 1987), and larger males have increased fertilisation success in a variety of 

species (Davies & Halliday, 1977; Gibbons & Mccarthy, 1986; Robertson, 1986). 

In some non-anuran taxa, it is possible for females to judge male body size directly via 

visual cues. However, in anurans females must often assess body size over long distances 

and in complex environments (Endler, 1992), implying that visual cues cannot be relied 

upon. Furthermore, many anurans are nocturnal. Therefore, females must locate potential 

mates, and assess their individual quality, without the use of vision. This unique ecology 

of anurans necessitates a signal of body size, which does not rely upon visual stimuli. 

This signal is the dominant frequency of male calls, which has been shown to be 

negatively correlated with body size (e.g. Ryan, 1986; Castellano & Giacoma, 1998). 

Because body size and call frequencies represent male quality and male signals 

respectively, anurans provide a relatively simple model with which to test the 

fundamental predictions of inter-sexual indicator theories (Figure 3.1). Here, the first 

attempt to quantify the strengths of the three relationships involved in inter-sexual 

indicator theories (Figure 3.1) is presented, using Bayesian mixed-effects analyses. By 

quantifying these relationships I will determine whether inter-sexual indicator models can 

explain the evolution of male ornaments in this taxon. In addition, phylogenetically 

controlled meta-analyses were used to examine whether phylogenetic signals could be 

identified within the three relationships. 
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3.2  METHODS 

3.2.1 Data Collection 

An extensive literature search was carried out (completed in April, 2010) to find studies 

that documented the inter-sexual relationships among the three traits in anuran species: 1) 

the correlation between male call frequency and male body size (hereafter, the frequency-

size relationship), 2) female preference for male call frequency (the preference-frequency 

relationship), and 3) female preference for male body size (the size-preference 

relationship). Studies were initially found using keyword searches in ISI Web Of 

Knowledge and Google Scholar using the keyword combinations „anuran* or frog* or 

toad*‟ and „female preference* or preference* or call frequency* or body size* or mate 

choice*‟. The titles and abstracts of papers located by the search were then examined to 

determine if they appeared to meet the requirements of the analysis (see below). 

Furthermore, the reference sections from the studies found using keyword searches were 

also searched for any additional studies, which could be used in the analysis. 

To be included in the meta-analysis, studies had to meet specific criteria. First, studies 

had to include data on one or more of the three relationships of interest. For the 

relationships that involved female preferences, studies that quantified the relationship 

between male mating success and signal or quality traits were included, assuming 

differential male mating success was generally the result of female choice (for a 

discussion of the importance of female preferences in frogs see Gerhardt, 1994). 

Secondly, studies had to fully report test statistics (e.g. t-values, F-values, χ² values) or 

means with associated p-values, and sample sizes/degrees of freedom. Finally, studies had 

to include enough information to make it possible to discern whether effect sizes were 
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positive or negative when this information was not provided by the reported test statistic 

(e.g. in the case of χ² where all effect sizes are positive). 

After applying the inclusion criteria to the search results, 89 individual effect sizes were 

used in the analysis, from 42 published studies on 35 different species (see Appendix, 

Table A 3.1). These effect sizes were divided into three data sets, one for each 

relationship: 1) the frequency-size data set consisted of 18 effect sizes from 15 different 

species; 2) the preference-frequency data set consisted of 22 effect sizes from 13 different 

species; and 3) the size-preference data set consisted of 49 effect sizes from 24 different 

species. The original reported statistics were converted to Pearson‟s correlation 

coefficient (r) and then, to Fisher‟s normalising transformation (Zr) using standard 

methods (Rosenthal, 1994; Nakagawa & Cuthill, 2007). 

3.2.2 Phylogenetic Trees 

A phylogenetic tree was constructed that contained all of the species included in the three 

analyses (Figure 3.2). The majority of this tree came from Brown et al. (2010). However 

these analyses contained species that were missing from the tree in Brown et al. (2010). 

Nonetheless, if there was just one or two species present from a genus/subfamily/family, 

it was possible to infer the position of any missing species by substituting them for 

another species from the same genus/subfamily/family of the Brown et al. (2010) tree. In 

addition, Stöck et al. (2008) was used to determine the position of Hyla intermedia, and 

Wiens et al. (2009) to determine the positions of Rana dalmatina and R. clamitans. The 

resulting tree (Figure 3.2) was then edited to contain only those species present in each of 

the data sets, resulting in three smaller sub-trees for use in the analyses (Figure A 3.1, 

Figure A 3.2, Figure A 3.3).  
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Figure 3.2 Phylogenetic relationships of study species 

A phylogenetic tree, representing the evolutionary relationships between all of the species 

used in the analyses. Branch lengths are non-informative. 
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3.2.3 Statistical Analysis 

All data analyses were conducted in the R environment (version 2.11.0, R Development 

Core Team 2010) using Bayesian generalized linear mixed-models implemented in the R 

package MCMCglmm (Hadfield, 2010). Generalised linear mixed models were fitted 

using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm with an inverse Wishart prior (for 

specific details of parameter settings, see Appendix).  

A meta-analytic mean was estimated using models both without phylogeny (mixed-

effects meta-analysis, MMA), and including phylogeny (phylogenetic mixed-effects 

meta-analysis, PMMA). Mixed effects models (MMA and PMMA) were used to account 

for the non-independence of data points associated with multiple effect sizes from the 

same species. PMMA were also used, to account for the lack of independence due to the 

evolutionary history of the species in the data set (Hadfield & Nakagawa, 2010). A total 

of six meta-analytic means were calculated. These meta-analytic means consisted of one 

non-phylogenetic analysis (MMA) and one phylogenetic analysis (PMMA) for each 

relationship, both including species as a random factor. Study was not included as a 

random factor, as the majority of studies reported a single effect size for one species. 

Inclusion of both study and species would result in a large overlap between random 

effects, and this overlap would result in an unstable model. The analyses that involved 

call frequency (frequency-size and preference-frequency) produced negative effect sizes, 

because frequency is negatively correlated with both body size and female preferences. 

To allow for a direct comparison of the effect size estimates, these negative meta-analytic 

means and associated statistics calculated were inverted to make them positive. Pair-wise 

comparisons (i.e. contrast analyses) of the effect size estimates were also calculated by 
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comparing the posterior distributions of the meta-analyses (1000 posterior samples 

constituted the posterior distributions; for details, see appendix), to determine which 

relationships were significantly different from each other. Finally, the proportion of the 

total variance in a model (excluding measurement error variance) that was accounted for 

by each random factor (i.e. species or phylogeny) was assessed (cf. Higgins et al., 2003). 

Such a proportion reflects heterogeneity at a particular level (e.g. species). 

3.3 RESULTS 

All of the effect size estimates calculated for each relationship were significantly different 

from zero (Figure 3.3). Regardless of phylogenetic control, the effect size estimate for the 

frequency-size relationship was the strongest of the three estimates (MMA: r[meta-analytic 

mean] = 0.517 [95% Credible Interval, CI: 0.393 to 0.679]; PMMA: r = 0.583 [95% CI: 

0.250 to 0.766]) with the preference-frequency relationship being of intermediate strength 

(MMA: r = 0.451 [95% CI: 0.301 to 0.683]; PMMA: r = 0.446 [95% CI: 0.304 to 0.600]), 

and the size-preference relationship having the smallest effect size estimate (MMA: r = 

0.218 [95% CI: 0.126 to 0.312]; PMMA: r =0.224 [95% CI: 0.126 to 0.311]) (Figure 3.3).  
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Figure 3.3 Effect size estimates 

A comparison of effect size estimates showing; a. meta-analytic mean effect sizes with 

associated 95% credible intervals (CI) for the three analyses b. pair-wise comparisons of 

effect size estimates for all combinations of the three analyses, showing mean difference 

and associated 95% CI for each pair of groups. For both plots the horizontal dashed line 

separates non-phylogenetic (above) and phylogenetic (below) analyses.
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Pair-wise comparisons (i.e. contrast analyses) of effect sizes showed that the frequency-

size and preference-frequency relationships were not significantly different from one 

another, with the 95% CI for the difference between them including zero in the MMA and 

PMMA analyses (MMA: r = 0.136 [95% CI: -0.130 to 0.273]; PMMA: r = 0.075 [95% 

CI: -0.228 to 0.360]) (Figure 3.3). The pair-wise comparisons of preference-frequency to 

size-preference (MMA: r = 0.187 [95% CI: 0.055 to 0.387]; PMMA: r = 0.226 [95% CI: 

0.053 to 0.387]) and also size-preference to frequency-size (MMA: r = 0.348 [95% CI: 

0.118 to 0.468]; PMMA: r = 0.331 [95% CI: 0.011 to 0.550]) were found to be 

significantly different from each other in both the MMA and PMMA analyses (Figure 

3.3).  

In the frequency-size dataset, a strong phylogenetic signal was detected, with a large 

amount of the heterogeneity present being explained by the inclusion of species (MMA: 

38%; PMMA: 22%) and phylogeny (PMMA: 46%) as random factors in the analysis 

(Table 3.1, Figure A 3.1). The heterogeneity explained by species, however, requires 

careful interpretation, since most species in the analysis are represented by single effect 

sizes (Table A 3.1). A part of this heterogeneity is also likely to be explained by study 

variance, which was not included as a random factor. In the remaining four models, very 

little heterogeneity was observed to result from species and studies, with little 

phylogenetic signal present (Table 3.1, Figure A 3.2, Figure A 3.3). 
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Table 3.1 Heterogeneity resulting from random effects 

Posterior means (percentage) of the estimates of heterogeneity resulting from each 

random effect – species and phylogeny – in each of the meta-analytic models. The 

heterogeneity estimates for both mixed-effects meta-analyses (MMA) and phylogenetic 

mixed-effects meta-analyses (PMMA) are presented. 

            Heterogeneity (%) 

(random effects) 
Analysis Species Phylogeny 

Frequency-size (MMA) 38.33 - 

                          (PMMA) 22.44 46.02 

Preference-frequency (MMA) <0.001 - 

                                    (PMMA) <0.001 <0.001 

Size-preference (MMA) <0.001 - 

                          (PMMA) <0.001 <0.001 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 

The results of these meta-analyses showed that the relative strengths of the relationships 

involved in inter-sexual selection were as predicted by the indicator models, with the 

relationship between male signal and male quality (frequency-size) being the strongest, 

the relationship between female preference and male signal (preference-frequency) of 

intermediate strength, and the relationship between male quality and female preference 

(size-preference) being the weakest. Since only inter-sexual indicator models predict the 

relative strengths of these relationships, the finding that they are as predicted is strong 

evidence in favour of these models.  

It is important, however, to note that the indicator models are based on genetic 

relationships, and assume that female preferences have evolved as a consequence of 

females gaining a genetic benefit from their choice of mate (Kirkpatrick, 1996). If genetic 

benefits are the driving force in the evolution of female preferences, then a correlation 

between preference genes and genes that contribute to offspring fitness will arise (Iwasa 

& Pomiankowski, 1991; Kirkpatrick & Barton, 1997). For this study it is assumed that 

these genetic correlations are reflected in the phenotypic relationship that was quantified. 

However, empirical support for this assumption is needed, before it can be fully 

confirmed.  

It is also notable that the indicator models of inter-sexual selection are mainly focussed on 

indirect benefits. The data used in this study, however, do not distinguish between direct 

and indirect benefits as motivators of female preferences. Sexual selection in anurans is 

commonly dominated by selection for indirect benefits (Hoglund & Alatalo, 1995), 
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although males of some species do provide parental care (Brown et al., 2010), or control 

territories with high quality egg laying sites (Wells, 1977; Lesbarreres et al., 2008). 

Future studies could limit data to species in which females receive no direct benefits from 

preferential mating, in order to test the indicator mechanisms more specifically. The 

number of anuran species on which data are currently available is, unfortunately, too 

small to allow such a specific analysis.  

The finding that male ornaments act as signals of quality across a large taxonomic group 

is in stark contrast to predictions made in a recent review of inter-sexual selection 

theories. Prum (2010) suggested that many studies on ornaments in birds, that assumed 

that sexual ornaments act as signals of quality, failed to provide direct support for the 

indicator models of sexual traits. This observation has led Prum (2010) to predict that 

future studies will show the common assumption that ornaments act as signals of quality 

to be misguided. However, birds are known to have very complex sexual signals (e.g. 

Searcy & Nowicki, 2005; Byers, 2007; Botero et al., 2009). This complexity will make it 

difficult to quantify signals in a meaningful way, and any relationships between signals 

and quality will be difficult to infer. The present study avoided the problem of 

quantifying complex signals by using a taxon with a comparatively simple signal of 

quality, and found results which oppose Prum‟s (2010) prediction.  

Overall, these findings are consistent with the predictions of current theoretical models, 

which assume that male ornaments/signals have evolved as indicators of male quality 

(Zahavi, 1975; Andersson, 1994; Mead & Arnold, 2004; Jones & Ratterman, 2009), 

although the generality of the anuran model needs to be verified in order to apply these 

findings to other taxa. In addition to supporting the indicator models, this study also 
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provided the first attempt to quantify the relative strengths of the inter-sexual selection 

relationships. These relative values can inform future models, which aim to assess 

selection pressures in inter-sexually selected systems. 

Along with verifying the indicator models, these results also have implications for other 

inter-sexual selection theories, such as inter-sexual conflict theories. According to inter-

sexual conflict theories, males and females of a species can have different reproductive 

interests (i.e. fitness optima) (Parker, 1979). These differing interests can lead to males 

using sexual signals to manipulate female preferences for the male‟s benefit, at a direct 

cost to female reproduction (Byrne & Roberts, 2000). It has been proposed that the 

indirect fitness benefits gained by a female through her selection of mates could outweigh 

the costs incurred through a female‟s choice of mates (Cameron et al., 2003). The present 

study‟s findings suggest that female preferences for genetic benefits via honest male 

signalling may be widespread, and could provide a solution to inter-sexual conflict. 

Fisherian models, on the other hand, provide no such solution to the problems involved 

with costly female preferences (Kirkpatrick, 1982; Kirkpatrick, 1996). 

Although these results are in clear agreement with the predictions of the indicator models, 

there were relatively large levels of variation among effect sizes in all of the meta-

analyses. A part of such variation is probably attributable to sampling errors and/or 

untested (or unmeasured) variables such as species‟ life histories or experimental 

conditions (for more discussion on this point, see Appendix). Additionally, in the 

frequency-size relationship, phylogenetic signal accounted for a certain degree of 

heterogeneity (Figure 3.3, Table 3.1). However, in the analyses on the other two 

relationships that involved female preference (size-preference and preference-frequency), 
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there was little evidence that phylogeny explained some of the variation present. These 

findings are consistent with Blomberg et al. (2003), who demonstrated that phylogenetic 

effects are stronger in physical traits than behavioural traits.  

The measure of male quality used in these analyses may also have contributed to the 

observed variation. It was assumed that large body size equated with quality in all anuran 

species. However, some groups may not conform to this assumption. Many species 

display a consistent preference for smaller males (Wilbur et al., 1978; Kruse, 1981; 

Cherry, 1992; Sullivan, 1992; Morrison et al., 2001), and some others display inconsistent 

preferences, such as Hyperolius marmoratus, where females preferred both large and 

small males in different experiments (Dyson et al., 1992). Conversely, frogs from the 

genus Rana conformed strongly to the assumptions, with all studies reporting female 

preferences for large males (Wells, 1977; Berven, 1981; Howard & Kluge, 1985; 

Elmberg, 1991). This variation in female preference, particularly preferences for smaller 

males, may indicate that the chosen measure of male quality may not be suitable for all 

anuran species. Nonetheless, the finding that females do generally prefer males who call 

at lower frequencies, and that male frequency is related to body size, is a strong indication 

that these traits are suitable. 

Variation could also be introduced to all three relationships through different types of 

phenotypic plasticity. Phenotypic plasticity is the ability of an organism to display 

different phenotypes in different environments (Agrawal, 2001; Garland & Kelly, 2006). 

Recent studies have demonstrated that female preferences can fluctuate in relation to 

various biotic and abiotic factors (Hunt et al., 2005; Griggio & Hoi, 2010; Gosden & 

Svensson, 2008; Robinson et al., 2008; reviewed by Cornwallis & Uller, 2010). 
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Fluctuations in female preferences will violate the common assumption that female 

preferences facilitate consistent directional or stabilising selection. In contrast, it suggests 

that female preferences may actually impose a constantly varying strength of selection on 

male signals (relationship A, Figure 3.1).  

Male secondary sexual traits are also expected to exhibit phenotypic plasticity as an 

indicator of an individual‟s condition or quality (Andersson, 1994; Johnstone, 1995; 

Griffith, 2000) with only individuals who are of high genetic quality, or in good 

condition, being able to develop and maintain exaggerated traits. However, since 

condition is influenced by additional factors, such as maternal effects (Mousseau & Fox, 

1998), phenotypes (including male signals) may not accurately represent underlying 

genetic quality (relationship B, Figure 3.1) (Schlichting & Pigliucci, 1998). Age related 

expression of traits would also have an effect on both female preferences and male 

quality/signals (Manning, 1985; Andersson, 1994; Brooks & Kemp, 2001; Coleman et al., 

2004; Freeman-Gallant et al., 2009). Changes in male signals do not reflect changes in 

underlying quality (i.e. changes in genotype), meaning the honesty of male signals 

(relationship B, Figure 3.1) will vary. Conversely, if female preferences change with 

respect to age (Coleman et al., 2004), then the selection pressures acting on male signals 

will be even further destabilised (relationship A, Figure 3.1), which will in turn affect 

selection for male quality (relationship C, Figure 3.1).  

To conclude, these results support inter-sexual theories in which male ornaments are used 

as signals of quality, although the generality of the anuran model, and the underlying 

genetic basis of male traits and female preferences, are yet to be confirmed. In addition, 

an increasing amount of research indicates that inter-sexually selected systems are more 
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intrinsically variable than originally thought. The inherent plasticity associated with 

female preferences discussed here is not commonly considered when investigating inter-

sexual selection. This study suggests that, while the traditional ideas of consistent 

selection in either a directional or stabilising role provide a good overall picture of inter-

sexual selection, future theoretical developments need to incorporate uncertainties 

associated with phenotypic plasticity at a multitude of levels. 
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3.6  APPENDIX 

3.6.1  Data collection 

A total of 89 individual effect sizes, from 42 published studies (Table A 3.1) were 

collected and used in this study. The size-preference analyses used 49 of these effect 

sizes, which represented 24 different species. Of these 49 effect sizes, 17 were from frogs 

of the family Bufonidae, 14 from the family Hylidae, nine from the family Ranidae, with 

the remaining nine effect sizes being split amongst six other families. The frequency-size 

analyses used 18 effect sizes, which represented 15 different species. Of these 18 effect 

sizes six were from the family Bufonidae, three from the family Hylidae, three from the 

family Discoglossidae with the remaining six effect sizes being split amongst 5 other 

families. The preference-frequency analyses used the remaining 22 effect sizes, which 

represented 13 species. Of these 22 effect sizes eight were from the family Hylidae, five 

from the family Bufonidae, three from the family Leptodactylidae, three from the family 

Discoglossidae with the remaining three all being from different families. 

3.6.2  Life history data 

Additional life history data (e.g. body size, longevity, and clutch size) was collected for 

the species involved in this study, however there was only data available for a limited 

number of species. Thus, the inclusion of these variables would have decreased the 

already small sample size of the study, and as such they were not included in the final 

analyses. 
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3.6.3  Publication bias  

To test for possible publication bias Spearman‟s correlation coefficient was calculated 

between effect sizes and corresponding sample sizes (if there is any evidence of a 

significant correlation between effect sizes and sample sizes then publication bias is 

present) (Sterne & Egger, 2005).  

3.6.4  MCMC parameter settings 

The inverse wishart prior has two parameters, V (which specifies variance) and nu (which 

specifies the degree of belief in V). For the size-preference and preference-frequency 

models the values V = 1
-10

 and nu = -1 were used. However, the frequency-size models 

required a stronger prior with the parameters V = 1 and nu = 0.002. To allow for a test of 

the convergence of model parameters, each model was run three times (three MCMC 

chains). The same sampling parameter settings were used for all models. These 

parameters were: 1) the number of iterations of 10
8
, 2) the thinning interval of 2 × 10

4
 and 

3) the number of burn-in of 8 × 10
7
. These settings gave 1,000 samples, which made up 

the posterior distributions for all parameter estimates. The convergence of model 

parameters was confirmed by applying the Gelman-Rubin statistic to the three chains (the 

potential scale reduction factor should be less than 1.1 among model replicates; Gelman 

& Rubin, 1992). The results presented are from only the first chain of each model. 

3.6.5 Results 

There was no evidence of publication bias in any of the data sets (frequency-size: rs = -

0.209 , p = 0.406; preference-frequency: rs = 0.321, p = 0.145; size-preference: rs = -

0.060, p =0.683; Fig. A3.4).



 

 

Figure A 3.1 Frequency-size analysis phylogenetic tree 

 The topology of the phylogenetic tree used in the frequency-size analysis. Numbers shown are effect size (correlation coefficient, r) estimates 

for each node. There is evidence of a phylogenetic signal in this data set.
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Figure A 3.2 Preference-frequency analysis phylogenetic tree 

The topology of the phylogenetic tree used in the preference-frequency analysis. Numbers shown are effect size (correlation coefficient, r) 

estimates for each node. There is no evidence of a phylogenetic signal in this data set.
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Figure A 3.3 Size-preference analysis phylogenetic tree 

The topology of the phylogenetic tree used in the size-preference analysis. Numbers shown are effect size (correlation coefficient, r) estimates 

for each node. There is no evidence of a phylogenetic signal in this data set.
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Figure A 3.4 Funnel plots 

Funnel plots of each data set, illustrating the variation in effect sizes (correlation coefficient, r)  as a function of sample size. a. The 

frequency-size data set. b. The preference-frequency data set. c. The size-preference data set. The continuous lines represent r = 0, the dashed 

line represents the mean effect size of the data from the mixed-effects meta-analysis for each data set 
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Table A 3.1 Meta-analysis data set 

All species and studies used in the analyses, along with associated sample sizes, effect 

sizes (converted to Pearson‟s correlation coefficient, r), and the references of the original 

publications. 

Species Relationship Sample 

Size 

Effect 

Size (r) 

Reference 

Alytes obstetricans size – 

preference 

81 0.889 Lode & Le Jacques, 2003 

Amietophrynus 

pardalis 

size-

preference 

34 -0.123 Cherry, 1992 

Amietophrynus 

pardalis 

size-

preference 

77 -0.233 Cherry, 1992 

Amietophrynus 

pardalis 

size-

preference 

56 -0.068 Cherry, 1992 

Amietophrynus 

rangeri 

size-

preference 

81 0.161 Cherry, 1993 

Amietophrynus 

rangeri 

size-

preference 

72 -0.003 Cherry, 1993 

Amietophrynus 

rangeri 

size-

preference 

39 0.140 Cherry, 1993 

Anaxyrus americanus size-

preference 

132 -0.061 Kruse, 1981 

Anaxyrus americanus size-

preference 

15 -0.086 Sullivan, 1992 

Anaxyrus americanus size-

preference 

18 -0.130 Wilbur et al., 1978 

Anaxyrus boreas size-

preference 

171 0.619 Olson et al., 1986 

Anaxyrus boreas size-

preference 

186 0.276 Olson et al., 1986 

Anaxyrus boreas size-

preference 

223 0.101 Olson et al., 1986 

Anaxyrus cognatus size-

preference 

174 0.091 Sullivan, 1983 

Anaxyrus quercicus size-

preference 

49 0.374 Wilbur et al., 1978 

Anaxyrus quercicus size-

preference 

34 0.528 Wilbur et al., 1978 

Anaxyrus terrestris size-

preference 

16 0.110 Wilbur et al., 1978 

Dendropsophus 

elegans 

size-

preference 

258 0.329 Bastos & Haddad, 1996 

 

Engystomops 

 

size-

 

11 

 

0.710 

 

Ryan, 1983 
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pustulosis preference 

Epidalea calamita size-

preference 

21 0.438 Arak, 1988 

Hyla arborea size-

preference 

111 0.182 Deorense & Tejedomadueno, 1990 

Hyla arborea size-

preference 

38 0.101 Friedl & Klump, 2005 

Hyla arborea size-

preference 

56 0.070 Friedl & Klump, 2005 

Hyla chrysoscelis size-

preference 

147 0.104 Morris, 1989 

Hyla chrysoscelis size-

preference 

66 0.248 Morris, 1989 

Hyla chrysoscelis size-

preference 

94 0.109 Morris, 1989 

Hyla chrysoscelis size-

preference 

157 0.151 Morris, 1989 

Hyla versicolor size-

preference 

35 0.006 Fellers, 1979 

Hyla versicolor size-

preference 

26 0.359 Gatz, 1981 

Hyla versicolor size-

preference 

56 -0.016 Gatz, 1981 

Hyperolius 

marmoratus 

size-

preference 

45 0.364 Dyson et al., 1998 

Hyperolius 

marmoratus 

size-

preference 

155 0.155 Dyson et al., 1992 

Hyperolius 

marmoratus 

size-

preference 

69 0.256 Dyson et al., 1992 

Hyperolius 

marmoratus 

size-

preference 

93 -0.223 Dyson et al., 1992 

Litoria chloris size-

preference 

43 -0.291 Morrison et al., 2001 

Litoria xanthomera size-

preference 

20 -0.420 Morrison et al., 2001 

Oophaga pumilio size-

preference 

8 0.300 Prohl, 2003 

Physalaemus enesefae size-

preference 

234 0.150 Tarano & Herrera, 2003 

Pseudacris crucifer size-

preference 

52 0.406 Gatz, 1981 

Rana clamitans size-

preference 

21 0.310 Wells, 1977 

Rana sylvatica size-

preference 

299 0.223 Berven, 1981 

 

Rana sylvatica 

 

size-

 

293 

 

0.137 

 

Berven, 1981 
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preference 

Rana sylvatica size-

preference 

93 0.313 Berven, 1981 

Rana sylvatica size-

preference 

24 0.736 Berven, 1981 

Rana sylvatica size-

preference 

16 0.887 Berven, 1981 

Rana sylvatica size-

preference 

398 0.238 Howard & Kluge, 1985 

Rana temporaria size-

preference 

40 0.395 Elmberg, 1991 

Rana temporaria size-

preference 

49 0.220 Elmberg, 1991 

Uperoleia rugosa size-

preference 

375 0.287 Robertson, 1986 

Acris crepitans frequency-

size 

238 -0.466 Wagner, 1989 

Alytes cisternasii frequency-

size 

40 -0.698 Marquez, 1995 

Alytes obstetricans frequency-

size 

81 -0.665 Lode & Le Jacques, 2003 

Alytes obstetricans frequency-

size 

15 -0.576 Marquez, 1995 

Amietophrynus 

rangeri 

frequency-

size 

31 -0.220 Cherry, 1993 

Anaxyrus americanus frequency-

size 

16 -0.770 Sullivan, 1992 

Anaxyrus americanus frequency-

size 

16 -0.270 Sullivan, 1992 

Anaxyrus americanus frequency-

size 

14 0.050 Sullivan, 1992 

Anaxyrus woodhousii frequency-

size 

15 -0.560 Sullivan, 1992 

Bufo bufo frequency-

size 

20 -0.884 Davies & Halliday, 1978 

Crinia georgiana frequency-

size 

91 -0.774 Smith & Roberts, 2003 

Engystomops 

pustulosis 

frequency-

size 

136 -0.530 Ryan, 1980 

Hyla arborea frequency-

size 

41 -0.324 Deorense & Tejedomadueno, 1990 

Hyla chrysoscelis frequency-

size 

30 -0.648 Morris & Yoon, 1989 

Metaphrynella 

sundana 

frequency-

size 

22 0.167 Lardner & Lakim, 2004 

 

Oophaga pumilio 

 

frequency-

 

8 

 

0.060 

 

Prohl, 2003 
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size 

Physalaemus enesefae frequency-

size 

106 -0.200 Tarano, 2001 

Uperoleia rugosa frequency-

size 

100 -0.710 Robertson, 1986 

Acris crepitans preference-

frequency 

11 -0.185 Ryan et al., 1992 

Acris crepitans preference-

frequency 

10 -0.818 Ryan et al., 1992 

Acris crepitans preference-

frequency 

48 -0.324 Ryan et al., 1992 

Acris crepitans preference-

frequency 

14 -0.724 Ryan et al., 1992 

Acris crepitans preference-

frequency 

11 -0.822 Ryan et al., 1992 

Acris crepitans preference-

frequency 

19 -0.106 Ryan et al., 1992 

Alytes cisternasii preference-

frequency 

72 -0.298 Marquez & Bosch, 1997 

Alytes cisternasii preference-

frequency 

42 0.205 Marquez & Bosch, 1997 

Alytes obstetricans preference-

frequency 

81 -0.789 Lode & Le Jacques, 2003 

Anaxyrus americanus preference-

frequency 

17 -0.461 Howard & Kluge, 1985 

Anaxyrus americanus preference-

frequency 

10 -0.418 Howard & Young, 1998 

Epidalea calamita preference-

frequency 

22 -0.598 Arak, 1988 

Hyla intermedia preference-

frequency 

40 -0.111 Castellano et al., 2009 

Incilius valliceps preference-

frequency 

10 0.000 Wagner & Sullivan, 1995 

Metaphrynella 

sundana 

preference-

frequency 

7 -0.804 Lardner & Lakim, 2004 

Oophaga pumilio preference-

frequency 

8 -0.400 Prohl, 2003 

Physalaemus enesefae preference-

frequency 

28 -0.574 Tarano & Herrera, 2003 

Physalaemus enesefae preference-

frequency 

33 -0.153 Tarano & Herrera, 2003 

Physalaemus enesefae preference-

frequency 

30 -0.445 Tarano & Herrera, 2003 

Pseudacris crucifer preference-

frequency 

33 -0.394 Forester & Czarnowsky, 1985 

 

Pseudepidalea viridis 

 

preference-

 

30 

 

-0.356 

 

Castellano & Giacoma, 1998 
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frequency 

Rana dalmatina preference-

frequency 

24 -0.735 Lesbarreres et al., 2008 
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Table A 3.2 Meta-analytic models 

Meta analytic models of the frequency-size (FS), preference-frequency (PF) and size-

preference (SP) data sets. For each data set the results of a mixed-effects meta-analysis 

(MMA) and a phylogenetic mixed-effects meta-analysis (PMMA) are presented. 

Fixed effects 

Parameter 

estimate 

(posterior 

mode) 

Posterior mean 

(sd) 

Lower 

95% 

CI 

Upper 

95% 

CI 

model without phylogeny       

 FS-MMA intercept 0.517 0.522(0.075) 0.393 0.679 

PF-MMA intercept 0.451 0.444(0.072) 0.301 0.583 

SP-MMA intercept 0.218 0.223(0.048) 0.126 0.312 

model with phylogeny       

 FS-PMMA intercept 0.583 0.523(0.139) 0.250 0.766 

PF-PMMA intercept 0.446 0.444(0.075) 0.304 0.600 

SP-PMMA intercept 0.224 0.219(0.047) 0.126 0.311 

Random effects 

Variance 

component 

(posterior 

mode) 

Posterior mean 

(sd) 

Lower 

95% 

CI 

Upper 

95% 

CI 

model without phylogeny        

 FS-MMA species variance <0.001 <0.001 (<0.001) <0.001 <0.001 

PF-MMA species variance 0.00271 0.0535 (0.0653) <0.001 0.180 

SP-MMA species variance <0.001 <0.001 (<0.001) <0.001 <0.001 

FS-MMA residual variance 0.107 0.120 (0.0555) 0.0340 0.230 

PF-MMA residual variance 0.00186 0.0848 (0.0676) <0.001 0.219 

SP-MMA residual variance 0.0820 0.0936 (0.0258) 0.0498 0.142 

model with phylogeny       

 FS-PMMA phylogenetic 

variance 

<0.001 <0.001 (<0.001) <0.001 <0.001 

PF-PMMA phylogenetic 

variance 

0.00410 0.0948 (0.132) <0.001 0.365 

SP-PMMA phylogenetic 

variance 

<0.001 <0.001 (<0.001) <0.001 <0.001 

FS-PMMA species variance <0.001 <0.001 (<0.001) <0.001 <0.001 

PF-PMMA species variance 0.00208 0.0371 (0.0506) <0.001 0.142 

SP-PMMA species variance <0.001 <0.001 (<0.001) <0.001 <0.001 

FS-PMMA residual variance 0.0830 0.124 (0.0627) 0.0384 0.262 

PF-PMMA residual variance 0.00181 0.0567 (0.0598) <0.001 0.174 

SP-PMMA residual variance 0.0784 0.0956 (0.0260) 0.0544 0.150 
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Chapter 4: Assessing the potential for 

speciation by sexual selection in anurans 

ABSTRACT 

The phylogenetic relationships between species are known to introduce statistical bias 

into the analysis of biological traits. Quantification of the phylogenetic signal present for 

a particular trait is usually used to control for this bias. However, the phylogenetic signal 

present within a trait can indicate evolutionary patterns, and allow for the formulation and 

testing of hypotheses related to trait evolution. The present study uses phylogenetic 

comparative methods to determine whether the patterns of trait evolution in anuran calls 

are consistent with models of speciation by sexual selection. Speciation by sexual 

selection models suggest that diverging female preferences and male sexual signals could 

result in behaviourally isolated populations within a species, thereby facilitating 

speciation. These models predict that closely related species should have divergent sexual 

signals, meaning there will be little to no phylogenetic autocorrelation present. Most 

anuran call features used in this analysis displayed some degree of phylogenetic 

autocorrelation. Additionally, when the different call features were considered 

collectively, positive phylogenetic autocorrelation explained a large proportion of the 

variation present in the calls. These results do not support the hypothesis that speciation 

by sexual selection has played a major role in the diversification of anurans. 

 

A manuscript in preparation for Evolutionary Ecology
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

It has long been known that phylogenetic history poses a major constraint on trait 

evolution, with closely related species being expected to be more similar to each other 

than more distantly related species (Mayr, 1982). Gould and Lewontin (1979) highlighted 

the importance of these phylogenetic constraints on trait evolution. However, the effects 

of phylogeny are usually considered to be a nuisance, introducing non-independence into 

studies that involve multiple species (Dobson, 1985; Felsenstein, 1985). Nonetheless, the 

phylogenetic autocorrelation (also known as phylogenetic signal) present in a trait can 

indicate the presence of  evolutionary processes, such as divergence of life histories, 

trade-offs, or niche conservation (Jombart et al., 2010b). Quantifying the phylogenetic 

signal is, therefore, worth studying for its own sake. 

Phylogenetic effects are of particular interest when studying secondary sexual traits that 

facilitate mate choice. Sexual selection has traditionally been thought to play only a 

reinforcing role, if any, in speciation (Dobzhansky, 1937). According to these traditional 

models, speciation will occur when allopatric populations develop some kind of post 

mating incompatibility (Butlin, 1995). If these populations then come back into contact, 

female preferences that act to prevent hybridization will be favoured (Sites, 1994). In 

such models, sexual traits are involved only in the maintenance of existing species, rather 

than speciation itself (Sites, 1994), and sexual traits in closely related species are not 

necessarily expected to diverge.  

In contrast to the traditional models, more recent models suggest that sexual selection 

through mate choice can actually facilitate rapid speciation (Dieckmann & Doebeli, 1999; 

Kondrashov & Kondrashov, 1999; van Doorn et al., 2009). Diverging sexual signals 
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within a species could result in pre-mating incompatibility between different groups 

(Dieckmann & Doebeli, 1999), and this barrier could evolve with very minimal genetic 

divergence between groups (Kondrashov & Kondrashov, 1999).  

Models that involve speciation by sexual selection do make one strong prediction; that is, 

the sexual traits of closely related species will diverge, with selection pressures actively 

pushing traits apart (van Doorn et al., 2004). These divergent selection pressures can be 

expected to overshadow any effects phylogenetic relationships may have on the evolution 

of sexual traits. As such, models that predict that sexual traits have played an active role 

in speciation will also, by default, predict traits will show little to no phylogenetic signal. 

Furthermore, these models will predict that secondary sexual traits will be more different 

in closely related species than would otherwise be expected. 

While these predictions are made by all models where sexual traits drive speciation, there 

has been no comparative work done to test these predictions. It is probable that this gap in 

the literature is due to both high and low levels of complexity in sexual signals. For 

example, in bird species, advertisement calls and other sexual displays are extremely 

complex (Searcy & Nowicki, 2005; Byers, 2007; Botero et al., 2009), and this complexity 

will make quantifying and comparing traits across distantly (and even closely) related 

species near impossible. In contrast, sexual signals in more simple systems such as insects 

may be too simple, with little variation in signals between species (Gray & Cade, 2000). 

In order to detect phylogenetic signal in traits which are not particularly variable, you 

would need to compare a very large number of species in order to capture any 

phylogenetic signal present. 
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With sexual traits that fall between these two extremes, anurans (frogs and toads) are 

perfectly suited for use in comparative analyses, such as phylogenetic analyses, that study 

sexual signals. Sexual signalling in the vast majority of anuran species is acoustic, and 

plays an important role in their ecology and evolution. Calls are used to advertise the 

presence of males to females (Wells, 1977; Passmore et al., 1984), convey information on 

male quality to prospective mates (Ryan, 1986; Castellano & Giacoma, 1998, see Chapter 

3), and are the primary feature used in species recognition (Littlejohn, 1965; Littlejohn & 

Loftus-Hills, 1968; Ryan, 1983). Calling behaviour, and the female sensory system used 

to assess males have been extensively studied, and the physical structures used to produce 

calls, and their relation to call features, are also well understood (Fuzessery, 1988; Akre 

et al., 2011).  In addition, the calls of anurans are relatively simple, and similar enough 

across the entire order to allow the quantification of a collection of call features from the 

calls of any frog species (e.g. see Bosch & De la Riva, 2004).  

Anurans, then, are a taxon which is particularly useful for comparative phylogenetic 

analyses investigating the link between speciation and sexual selection. Frogs and toads 

are also unique in the fact that their sexual signals are comprised of distinct features, 

some of which are physically constrained, and others that are related to physiology and 

behaviour (Capranic, 1965; Fuzessery, 1988). This variation in call features allows for a 

comparison of the strength of phylogenetic signals between different types of call 

features.  

This present study uses data from the recorded calls of a large variety of frog species to 

test the hypothesis that sexual selection has played a major role in the speciation of 

anuran amphibians. To achieve this, the strengths of the phylogenetic signals present in 
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frog calls will be assessed in two ways. First, different call features will be assessed 

individually to determine the strength of signals present in each feature. Speciation by 

sexual selection models would predict that there will be little to no phylogenetic signal 

present. Secondly, the calls will be assessed as entire units, and the prevalence of strong 

phylogenetic autocorrelation (i.e. similarities in closely related species) and weak or no 

phylogenetic autocorrelation (i.e. differences between closely related species) will be 

determined. Weak or no phylogenetic autocorrelation is predicted by speciation by sexual 

selection models. Finally, two different methods used to calculate phylogenetic signals 

will be compared; one thorough method that incorporates within-individual and within 

species variation into calculations, and the more common method of using mean values 

for species to calculate phylogenetic signals.  

4.2 METHODS 

Frog calls were sourced from two online databases; The British Library Sound Archive 

(http://www.bl.uk/), and the Macaulay Library Animal Sound Archives 

(http://www.macaulaylibrary.org/). The databases were searched for advertisement calls 

from all anuran species that were present in the phylogeny published by Brown et al. 

(2010). This search provided 103 species for which calls were available. Of these 103 

species, 72 species provided sound files that were of high enough quality to be included 

in the analysis. 

4.2.1 Call Analysis 

All calls were analysed using Raven Pro version 1.3 for Windows. For each species, the 

calls from up to 5 individual frogs were analyzed, with actual numbers for each species 
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depending on the availability of sound files (mean number of individuals per species = 

1.90, SD = 1.09). For each individual, up to 5 calls were analyzed (mean number of calls 

per individual = 3.52, SD = 1.44).  

Previous studies have identified eight call features that can be compared between the calls 

of any frog species (Bosch & De la Riva, 2004), and it is these characters that were used 

for this analysis. These characters are the number of kinds of notes present in a call, the 

total number of notes per call, the call duration, the number of pulses per note, the 

dominant frequency, the frequency bandwidth, and the level of dominant frequency 

modulation present in a call. In addition, the call rate, in calls per minute was quantified 

for each individual frog (Table 4.1).   
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Table 4.1 Call feature descriptions 

Descriptions and abbreviations for the call properties quantified in this study. 

Acronym Call characters Description 

KON Kinds of notes the number of distinct note types in a call 

NPC Notes per call the total number of notes of any type in a call 

CD Call duration the length of a call 

PPN Pulses per note the number of pulses in a typical advertisement 

note 

CPM Calls per minute the number of calls per minute when an 

individual is actively involved in calling 

DFQ Dominant frequency the most powerful frequency across an entire call 

DFM Dominant frequency 

modulation 

the change in dominant frequency throughout a 

typical note  

FBW Frequency bandwidth the range of frequencies transmitted within the 

first harmonic of a call 
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4.2.2 Phylogenetic Tree 

At the beginning of the study, the phylogenetic tree published by Brown et al. (2010) was 

going to be used for these analyses. However, the tree recently published by Alexander-

Pyron & Wiens (2011) is more comprehensive, and uses more recent data. Additionally, 

the tree by Alexander-Pyron & Wiens (2011) contained all of the species for which calls 

had been analysed. As such, a simplified version of the Alexander-Pyron & Wiens‟ 

(2011) tree, pruned to only contain the relevant species, was used for this study.  

4.2.3 Phylogenetic Principal Component Analysis 

All statistical analyses were carried out in R statistical software, version 2.11.0 (R 

development core team 2010). First a phylogenetic Principal Component Analysis 

(pPCA) was carried out using the adephylo (Jombart et al., 2010a) statistical package. For 

this analysis, the data set needed to be reduced to a single value for each species. First 

mean values for individual frogs were calculated, and then the mean values for 

individuals were used to calculate a mean for each species. The pPCA is designed to 

summarise a set of variables or measurements into a set of synthetic components that 

show strong phylogenetic autocorrelation (global structures), with closely related species 

being similar to each other, or weak phylogenetic autocorrelation (local structures), with 

closely related species being different to each other. 

Secondly, a measure of phylogenetic autocorrelation, Moran‟s I, was calculated using the 

summarised data for each call feature.  
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4.2.3 MCMCglmm 

Phylogenetic signals for each trait were also calculated using another method. The R 

package MCMCglmm, which uses a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm 

(Hadfield, 2010), was used to fit phylogenetic linear mixed models to each of the call 

characters that were quantified for this study. The entire data set was able to be used for 

this analysis, rather than the mean species values used for the earlier analyses.  

Each model included one of the eight call characters as a response variable, with frog 

identity and species, as well as phylogeny, included as random factors. Where necessary, 

call features were log transformed prior to modelling, in order to achieve normality. The 

proportion of the total variance in a model (excluding measurement error variance) that 

was accounted for by the random factor phylogeny was calculated for each call character 

(cf. Higgins et al., 2003). The calculation for the heterogeneity associated with phylogeny 

is equivalent to the measure of phylogenetic autocorrelation H² from Lynch (1991). 

4.3 RESULTS 

For mean values of the call features of the 72 anuran species used in this analysis see 

appendix (Table A 4.1). 

4.3.1 Phylogenetic Signals  

A strong phylogenetic autocorrelation was detected for the number of pulses per note in 

the anuran species used in this study, and moderate autocorrelation was found for the 

dominant frequency and the number of kinds of notes present in a call (Table 4.2, Figure 

4.1). Weak phylogenetic autocorrelation was detected for the number of calls per minute, 

the number of notes per call and the frequency bandwidth. Very little phylogenetic 
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Table 4.2 Phylogenetic autocorrelation measurements  

The level of phylogenetic autocorrelation detected for eight call characters, using data 

from 72 species of anuran. A summarised data set, consisting of mean values for each 

species, was used to calculate Moran‟s I. The full data set, with multiple individuals per 

species and multiple calls per individual, was used to calculate H². 

 

Summarised Data Full Data 

Call Features Moran's I p value H² lower CI Upper CI 

Call duration 0.033 0.202 0.003 <0.001 0.794 

Dominant frequency modulation 0.078 0.128 0.003 <0.001 0.687 

Frequency bandwidth 0.113 0.091 0.008 <0.001 0.716 

Notes per call 0.135 0.036 0.570 0.208 0.745 

Calls per minute 0.140 0.043 0.897 0.823 0.953 

Kinds of notes 0.208 0.018 0.683 0.256 0.838 

Dominant frequency 0.291 0.004 0.696 0.002 0.830 

Pulses per note 0.651 0.001 0.864 0.489 0.969 
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autocorrelation was detected for the dominant frequency modulation and the call duration 

(Table 4.2, Figure 4.1). 

4.3.2 pPCA 

Both local and global phylogenetic structures were identified using the pPCA analysis, 

although the global phylogenetic structures had much larger eigenvalues than the local 

structures (Figure 4.2). The number of pulses per note was negatively loaded in the first 

global principal component, while the frequency band width, the number of kinds of 

notes present, and the number of notes per call were positively loaded (Figure 4.3). 

Conversely, the call duration, and the number of notes per call presented positive loadings 

in the first local principal component, while the dominant frequency modulation, 

frequency bandwidth, and the number of kinds of notes presented negative loadings 

(Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.1 Visual representation of call characters 

A visual representation of the species scores for the eight call characters used in this study. All species scores were scaled and centred prior to 

plotting. Positive and negative scores are indicated by black and white squares, respectively. Symbol size is proportional to scaled values, 

with the values of different symbol sizes indicated at the top left of the figure. Call features include the number of kinds of note present in a 

call (KON), the number of notes per call (NPC), the call duration (CD), the number of pulses per note (PPN), the number of calls per minute 
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(CPM), the dominant frequency (DFQ), the frequency bandwidth (FBW) and the level of dominant frequency modulation present in a call 

(DFM). See Table 4.1 for a more detailed description of call characters. 
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Figure 4.2 Visual representation of principal components 

A visual representation of the species scores for the first three global principal component (GPC1-3) and the first local principal component 

(LPC1). Inset barplot displays the corresponding eigenvalues. Positive and negative scores are indicated by black and white squares, 

respectively. Symbol size is proportional to absolute values, with the values of different symbol sizes indicated below the inset barplot. 
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Figure 4.3 Principal component loadings 

Figure 3. The call character loadings for the first global principal component (horizontal), 

and the first local principal component (vertical). Call features include the number of 

pulses per note (PPN), the call duration (CD), the dominant frequency (DFQ), the number 

of notes per call (NPC), the number of calls per minute (CPM), the number of kinds of 

note present in a call (KON), the frequency bandwidth (FBW) and the level of dominant 

frequency modulation present in a call (DFM). See Table 4.1 for a more detailed 

description of call characters. 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 

In order to test whether anuran call features are influenced by phylogenetic relationships, 

the level of phylogenetic autocorrelation present in eight call features was assessed using 

data on 72 species of frog. The levels of phylogenetic autocorrelation for different traits 

ranged from very strong for the number of pulses per note, through to very weak for the 

call duration. 

In addition, two methods were used to calculate the phylogenetic autocorrelation present 

in a trait. One method used mean values for each species in the analysis, while the other 

incorporated calls from multiple individuals for each species, and multiple calls from 

each individual. The general patterns of phylogenetic autocorrelation detected by the two 

methods were similar, with the relative levels of phylogenetic autocorrelation present for 

the different traits being approximately the same for the two methods. 

When all call features were taken into account simultaneously, strong phylogenetic 

autocorrelation was the general pattern found. Synthetic variables were formed that 

maximised the global and local phylogenetic structures present in the data set. Global 

patterns represent strong phylogenetic autocorrelation, with closely related species being 

similar to each other, and local structures represent weak phylogenetic autocorrelation, 

with closely related species being different from each other (Jombart et al., 2010b). The 

globally structured synthetic variables explained most of the variation in the data, while 

locally structured variables had little explanatory power. 

The finding that phylogenetic relationships accounted for a large part of the variation 

between the calls of different species of anurans is consistent with previous studies (e.g. 

Cocroft & Ryan, 1995; Bosch & De la Riva, 2004). Previous studies have tended to use 
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simplified methods of phylogenetic analysis, such as simply grouping species by genus or 

family rather than incorporating a phylogenetic tree into the analysis (e.g. Bosch & De la 

Riva, 2004), or only comparing calls from closely related species (Cocroft & Ryan, 

1995). By coming to the same conclusions using more sophisticated methods, the present 

study provides further support for the findings of these previous studies. 

The reasons for some call features being strongly phylogenetically autocorrelated, while 

others have weak or effectively non-existent signals, requires some discussion. Ryan 

(1988) suggested that anuran call characters that are highly dependent on morphology 

should evolve more predictably, with respect to phylogenetic relationships, than 

characters whose variation is dependent on physiology or behaviour.  

The three call features with the strongest phylogenetic signals calculated in this study are 

the number of pulses per note, the number of kinds of notes present in a call and the 

dominant frequency. All of these call features are known to be constrained by 

morphology. In particular, the production of pulse trains in calls is dependent on the 

structure of the larynx (Martin, 1972). Similarly, the production of complex calls 

containing multiple kinds of notes is also dependent on morphology, since more complex 

calls require more complex vocal structures (Martin, 1972). The dominant frequency of 

calls is also dependent on morphology, with larger frogs calling at lower frequencies (see 

Chapter 3). Since body size has been demonstrated to be phylogenetically autocorrelated 

in many animal groups (Blomberg et al., 2003), it is unsurprising that the dominant 

frequency also displays phylogenetic autocorrelation. 

Conversely, the number of notes per call, and the number of calls per minute, are weakly 

phylogenetically autocorrelated. This finding is in contrast with previous studies, 
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although that may be due to the previous studies‟ analyses not being sensitive enough to 

detect these signals. Both of these call features are controlled by behaviour so that it is 

surprising that there would be any detectable phylogenetic effects, although other studies 

have found that there can be a weak phylogenetic signal present in behavioural traits 

(Blomberg et al., 2003). Male frogs are known to increase both the number of notes in a 

call, and the calling rate, in response to male-male competition (Schwartz, 2001, Wagner, 

1989), and the variation associated with this response could, theoretically, overshadow 

any phylogenetic effects. It is possible that the number of males from which calls were 

collected from each species was not high enough to capture this variation, although that 

does not explain why these traits were phylogenetically autocorrelated. More research 

into this area is required.  

There were also two call features that had very weak and non-significant phylogenetic 

autocorrelation. These were the call duration and the dominant frequency modulation. 

Call duration is behaviourally determined, and so it is to be expected that there would be 

little or no phylogenetic signal present (Wagner, 1989). The amount of dominant 

frequency modulation in a frog call is also dependent on behaviour, and has been 

demonstrated to be affected by microhabitat (Bosch & De la Riva, 2004). 

The original aim of this study was to determine whether or not sexual selection, in the 

form of female preferences for male ornaments, has been a driving force of speciation in 

anuran evolution. While speciation facilitated by sexual selection has been suggested in 

some species of anuran (e.g. Boul et al., 2007), this present study has found little evidence 

that it is a widespread phenomenon. If speciation by sexual selection had played a major 

role in anuran evolution, it would be expected that closely related species would have had 
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calls that had diverged. Phylogenetic autocorrelation would generally be weak or absent, 

which was not the case for most call features. The number of pulses per note had a 

particularly strong phylogenetic signal. Since the pulse rate of calls is known to be the 

call feature primarily used for species recognition in anurans (Littlejohn, 1971; Loftus-

Hills & Littlejohn, 1971), it would be expected that the number of pulses per note would 

show little phylogenetic autocorrelation if speciation by sexual selection was common. 

There is evidence of sexual selection driving speciation in a South American frog. 

Physalaemus petersi is an Amazonian frog that appears to be diverging into two 

populations, with female preferences for two distinct call types driving this divergence 

(Boul et al., 2007). Calls in these two populations differ in the number of distinct note 

types, with one population retaining the ancestral state of only having one type of note, 

while the other population has developed a second note type that is added to the end of 

the call (Boul & Ryan, 2004). This is a major change in call complexity, and the results of 

the present study indicate that changes in the number of note types are not common in the 

evolution of anurans. Boul et al. (2007) suggest that P. petersi may have been pre-adapted 

to such a change, since their closest relative, P. pustulosis, displays variation in the 

number of note types a male produces (Ryan, 1980). If P. petersi also displayed such 

variation, then it would be relatively simple for different female preferences to arise, in 

turn facilitating the divergence of the two populations. 

Major variants, such as variation in the number of notes present in P. petersi and P. 

pustulosis calls, may be required to drive speciation by sexual selection. Therefore, 

animals such as birds, with more complex and variable sexual signals, may be more likely 

to undergo speciation as a result of changes in female preferences. In fact, there are 
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studies that indicate that sexual selection may have driven speciation in some bird species 

(Barraclough et al., 1995), although much more research is required to determine whether 

sexual selection is a major driver of divergence in bird species. 

Quality signalling may also pose a constraint on speciation by sexual selection. In the 

field crickets, Gryllus texensis and G. rubens, the only difference between species appears 

to be the pulse rate of their calls (Gray & Cade, 2000). Each has a characteristic pulse 

rate, and there appears to be little to no overlap between species (Marquez & Bosch, 

1997). In these species, calls themselves are not used to signal male quality to females 

(Scheuber et al., 2003), so pulse rate can vary independently of quality. Instead, features 

such as call repetition rates indicate the quality of a male to prospective mates (Scheuber 

et al., 2003).  

Conversely, frog calls themselves are thought to be used by females to judge male quality 

(see Chapter 3). Furthermore, specific aspects of the calls are thought to provide 

information to the female about specific male traits, such as body size (Ryan, 1986; Platz 

& Lathrop, 1993; Castellano & Giacoma, 1998). Preferences for male traits that 

correspond with quality will be advantageous to a female. On the other hand, females that 

display different preferences, and as such do not select males of high quality, will be at a 

selective disadvantage. Therefore, female preferences for male call features that signal 

quality will be unlikely to diverge, since one of the resultant types of female preference 

will be at a selective disadvantage. Because of this constraint, speciation by sexual 

selection models tend to rely on arbitrary sexual ornaments (Andersson & Simmons, 

2006), rather than ornaments that signal quality. 
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 To conclude, the results of the present study do not support the hypothesis that speciation 

by sexual selection has played a major role in the evolution of anurans. The limited 

amount of variation in frog calls, along with the constraints imposed by quality signalling, 

may mean that anuran species are badly suited to speciation by sexual selection. 

Alternatively, the results from this study could indicate that speciation by sexual selection 

is not a widespread phenomenon. More research, using other taxonomic groups, is 

required to determine which of these possible conclusions is correct. 
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4.6 APPENDIX 

4.6.1 MCMC parameter settings 

The inverse wishart prior has two parameters, V (which specifies variance) and nu (which 

specifies the degree of belief in V). For all models the values V = 1 and nu = 0.002 were 

used. To allow for a test of the convergence of model parameters, each model was run 

three times (three MCMC chains). The same sampling parameter settings were used for 

all models. These parameters were: 1) the number of iterations of 10
6
, 2) the thinning 

interval of 10
2
 and 3) the number of burn-in of 9 × 10

5
. These settings gave 1,000 

samples, which made up the posterior distributions for all parameter estimates. The 

convergence of model parameters was confirmed by applying the Gelman-Rubin statistic 

to the three chains (the potential scale reduction factor should be less than 1.1 among 

model replicates; Gelman & Rubin, 1992). The results presented are from only the first 

chain of each model. 



 

4.6.2 Results 

Table A 4.1 Data set summary 

A summarised version of the data set used for the phylogenetic comparative analysis. For each species the mean and standard deviation for each 

call feature are given. Additionally, the number of individual frogs analysed from each species, along with the mean number of calls analysed 

per individual, are given. When only one call was analysed from a species it was not possible to provide the standard deviations for each trait  

    

Kinds of 
notes Notes per call Call duration Pulses per note Calls per minute 

Dominant 
frequency 

Frequency 
bandwidth 

Dominant 
frequency 
modulation 

genus Species 

Number 
of 
individuals 

Calls per 
Individual mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD 

Alytidae 
                   

Alytes obstetricans 2 3.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.09 0.01 1.00 0.00 33.00 3.29 1270.00 118.31 153.50 16.02 14.33 22.21 

Bombinatoridae 
                  

Bombina bombina 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.17 0.03 1.00 0.00 36.00 0.00 689.00 0.00 150.60 6.02 0.00 0.00 

Bufonidae 
                  

Amietophrynus gutturalis 2 4.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.85 0.04 17.07 1.04 30.00 6.21 1374.67 35.53 906.77 96.51 0.00 0.00 

Amietophrynus maculatus 1 1.00 1 - 1.00 - 0.70 - 90.00 0.00 20.00 - 1765.00 - 374.00 - 86.00 - 

Anaxyrus canorus 4 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 3.45 1.41 41.85 14.20 8.50 1.70 1372.70 149.77 396.35 70.69 43.55 25.57 

Anaxyrus debilis 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 2.98 0.16 354.80 16.30 10.00 0.00 2970.40 6.07 1133.80 100.50 346.60 121.07 

Anaxyrus terrestris 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 7.38 1.46 444.60 100.39 2.00 0.00 2355.20 11.65 672.00 30.91 677.40 129.90 
Anaxyrus 

woodhousii 1 2.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 2.70 0.27 275.00 28.28 8.00 0.00 1585.00 2.83 424.00 48.08 501.50 58.69 

Bufo americanus 5 4.80 1 0 1.00 0.00 7.34 1.87 280.73 75.51 4.00 1.06 1598.17 42.45 639.86 99.38 178.63 72.22 
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Pseudepidalea 
viridis 3 3.70 1 0 1.00 0.00 3.43 0.70 64.36 13.17 7.67 0.47 1417.84 128.46 247.24 17.70 182.62 82.05 

Schismaderma carens 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.01 54.00 1.22 30.00 0.00 302.00 0.00 257.80 9.93 0.00 0.00 

Dendrobatidae 
                  

Oophaga granulifera 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.39 0.02 1.00 0.00 74.00 0.00 4008.60 10.43 1428.20 70.36 0.00 0.00 

Oophaga pumilio 3 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.06 0.01 1.00 0.00 318.00 105.52 4533.33 180.89 965.27 178.92 0.00 0.00 

Phyllobates lugubris 2 4.50 1 0 1.00 0.00 4.52 0.30 67.38 5.09 6.00 0.00 4466.00 116.12 576.70 114.51 67.73 43.00 

Phyllobates vittatus 3 4.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 5.15 0.76 72.30 10.26 4.67 1.03 3650.23 137.33 418.87 140.12 73.37 29.00 

Eleutherodactylidae 
                 

Diasporus hylaeformis 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.11 0.03 1.00 0.00 17.00 0.00 2984.60 19.44 1173.80 68.17 0.00 0.00 

Eletherodactylus johnstonei 2 5.00 2 0 2.00 0.00 0.26 0.01 1.00 0.00 67.50 1.58 3768.50 22.66 317.20 30.49 108.50 22.66 

Hylidae 
                   

Hyla arenicolor 4 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.86 0.22 13.20 2.02 19.25 2.84 2546.55 257.42 1430.80 177.43 14.10 12.68 

Hyla avivoca 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 2.94 0.43 21.20 3.11 10.00 0.00 2244.80 14.11 336.80 40.47 6.60 3.58 

Hyla cinerea 2 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.15 0.02 32.50 2.88 72.00 12.65 2769.20 460.77 231.10 25.86 45.70 15.57 

Hyla femoralis 2 5.00 2 0 2.60 1.07 3.16 1.60 29.10 11.86 19.50 1.58 2131.30 210.83 659.70 87.36 30.00 10.46 

Hyla gratiosa 3 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.20 0.03 1.00 0.00 47.00 3.87 430.07 36.30 167.60 18.06 34.87 11.67 

Hyla squirella 2 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.24 0.01 22.80 1.03 72.00 0.00 3092.60 60.26 753.70 87.27 286.60 260.24 

Hyla versicolor 5 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.17 13.76 2.59 16.40 5.39 2016.32 61.65 639.16 81.20 343.64 117.70 

Hypsiboas boans 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.26 0.01 18.20 1.30 54.00 0.00 939.20 11.37 1052.40 53.54 172.60 5.27 

Hypsiboas lanciformis 1 3.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.38 0.06 7.67 1.15 36.00 0.00 2072.67 34.53 546.33 73.20 186.33 23.12 

Litoria caerulea 2 1.50 1 0 63.75 17.39 37.18 10.69 27.00 4.16 1.00 0.00 409.00 24.25 1379.75 126.69 21.50 24.83 

Litoria ewingii 5 1.00 2 0 8.36 0.99 2.07 0.27 15.12 1.79 6.20 0.41 2276.56 108.99 951.20 129.32 104.96 46.48 

Litoria genimaculata 2 1.30 1 0 9.67 1.41 2.13 0.48 3.00 0.00 9.00 0.00 1701.50 21.50 1304.33 35.41 0.00 0.00 

Litoria inermis 2 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.21 0.06 36.60 3.81 74.00 16.87 2170.60 1697.77 983.60 160.76 417.40 70.72 

Litoria nasuta 1 2.00 1 0 41.50 12.02 10.21 3.21 19.50 2.12 4.00 0.00 3100.50 60.10 1182.00 209.30 516.50 0.71 

Litoria pearsoniana 2 1.00 2 0 3.00 0.00 0.81 0.04 68.50 6.36 12.00 0.00 3208.00 152.74 1233.00 29.70 667.50 152.03 

Litoria phyllochroa 1 3.00 2 0 9.00 1.00 1.69 0.22 18.00 2.00 12.00 0.00 2569.33 25.40 1255.33 131.80 86.33 75.06 

Litoria rothii 2 3.00 1 0 3.00 0.75 0.25 0.08 12.13 1.03 5.00 1.03 1718.88 50.15 1379.13 87.08 31.25 39.46 
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Litoria rubella 2 2.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.56 0.02 30.00 0.82 55.00 5.77 2584.00 348.72 254.25 44.96 98.25 53.79 

Litoria subglandulosa 1 2.00 2 0 19.00 4.24 5.73 0.79 10.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 1528.50 30.41 358.50 26.16 64.50 30.41 

Osteocephalus leprieurii 3 2.00 1 0 3.56 0.55 1.24 0.13 1.00 0.00 16.67 2.74 1480.89 265.62 336.94 100.75 60.00 44.67 

Phyllomedusa bicolor 1 3.00 1 0 4.00 0.00 2.52 0.39 18.00 5.57 5.00 0.00 717.67 24.83 657.67 13.32 258.00 113.77 

Pseudacris brachyphona 1 1.00 1 - 18.00 - 12.89 - 24.00 - 1.00 - 2326.00 - 854.00 - 302.00 - 

Pseudacris crucifer 3 3.70 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.19 0.04 1.00 0.00 58.00 15.29 2679.56 46.38 153.00 15.88 364.73 132.43 

Pseudacris ocularis 2 4.50 2 0 2.00 0.00 0.17 0.04 3.30 0.97 105.00 28.46 6621.25 87.19 1244.35 214.46 121.15 63.71 

Pseudacris regilla 4 3.80 2 0 2.00 0.00 0.24 0.04 11.77 1.30 62.50 24.68 2132.73 212.06 620.44 87.07 186.73 72.28 

Pseudacris triseriata 4 2.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.82 0.38 20.06 2.88 36.00 25.66 3161.56 239.33 757.44 97.68 411.94 158.00 

Smilisca baudinii 2 1.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.17 0.04 20.50 6.36 120.00 0.00 2648.00 152.74 2192.50 207.18 86.00 60.81 

Hyperoliidae 
                  

Hyperolius ocellatus 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 6.00 0.00 81.00 0.00 8260.00 21.71 1582.00 89.42 295.20 77.92 

Hyperolius phantasticus 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.11 0.01 37.60 1.34 62.00 0.00 2472.40 21.10 987.80 51.85 951.60 79.56 

Hyperolius tuberculatus 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.47 0.06 10.20 1.48 30.00 0.00 7136.40 26.01 1160.40 104.68 77.20 60.64 

Leiuperidae 
                  

Physalaemus riograndensis 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.78 0.07 1.00 0.00 21.00 0.00 1231.40 49.07 170.20 14.32 530.80 199.99 

Leptodactylidae 
                  

Leptodactylus lineatus 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.17 0.01 4.40 0.55 110.00 0.00 1205.40 1.34 214.20 6.87 50.60 11.33 

Leptodactylus pentadactylus 2 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.24 0.03 4.00 0.82 16.00 2.11 969.20 20.90 248.70 28.74 268.70 31.02 

Limnodynastidae 
                  

Limnodynastes dumerilii 1 4.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.07 0.01 7.50 0.58 48.00 0.00 1249.00 0.00 292.00 17.64 56.75 25.50 

Limnodynastes peronii 2 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 1.00 0.00 22.50 7.91 1145.40 120.64 838.20 46.81 0.00 0.00 

Limnodynastes tasmaniensis1 3 2.70 1 0 4.00 0.00 0.25 0.01 4.83 0.35 28.00 3.11 1809.00 82.67 803.53 51.17 0.00 0.00 

Myobatrachidae 
                  

Crinia glauerti 2 3.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.39 0.02 10.30 0.55 40.50 6.12 3789.50 70.63 756.90 35.81 17.30 70.63 
Crinia 

tasmaniensis2 1 1.00 1 - 1.00 - 0.37 - 7.00 - 36.00 - 2368.00 - 775.00 - 0.00 - 

Pseudophryne australis 1 2.00 1 0 5.00 0.00 5.61 0.78 52.50 9.19 6.00 0.00 2971.00 0.00 1381.50 31.82 667.50 30.41 

Uperoleia rugosa 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.15 0.02 4.40 0.55 30.00 0.00 1981.00 0.00 1069.00 54.37 0.00 0.00 
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Ranidae 

                   
Hylarana guentheri 1 2.00 1 0 4.00 1.41 1.12 0.32 38.00 5.66 24.00 0.00 1442.50 152.03 1205.00 212.13 43.00 60.81 

Pelophylax lessonae 2 1.50 1 0 1.00 0.00 1.89 0.32 55.00 21.96 15.00 0.00 2077.25 237.40 1069.00 183.11 323.25 149.53 

Rana catesbeiana 2 3.00 1 0 5.93 0.69 8.06 1.33 58.33 3.79 1.67 0.49 215.00 24.83 306.07 44.83 0.00 0.00 

Rana clamitans 1 3.00 1 0 3.00 0.00 1.27 0.21 26.67 3.79 3.00 0.00 301.00 0.00 332.67 45.96 0.00 0.00 

Rana grylio 2 3.00 1 0 3.60 1.21 3.29 2.25 8.70 0.55 3.50 0.41 194.00 88.18 375.60 74.16 0.00 0.00 

Rana palustris 3 3.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 1.49 0.15 84.67 7.91 4.67 2.65 915.00 153.54 1292.08 166.95 292.97 193.88 

Rana pipiens 1 2.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 1.51 0.05 38.00 1.41 4.00 0.00 1594.00 0.00 1227.50 30.41 194.50 30.41 

Rana pretiosa 1 3.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 2.63 0.85 31.00 11.79 5.00 0.00 552.67 140.14 539.00 55.65 86.00 75.35 

Rana sylvatica 3 1.70 1 0 2.00 1.64 0.60 0.77 2.67 1.10 31.67 13.69 1478.33 133.92 1227.00 143.22 223.33 142.78 

Rana temporaria 1 4.00 1 0 1.50 0.58 1.01 0.53 17.50 2.08 12.00 0.00 699.75 21.50 411.75 31.06 43.00 0.00 

Rana virgatipes 2 2.50 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.05 0.02 17.42 3.36 50.00 10.95 3742.58 120.22 1421.42 115.52 107.17 98.91 

Rana yavapaiensis 1 3.00 1 0 6.33 1.53 4.28 0.50 5.33 0.58 6.00 0.00 1378.00 0.00 764.07 12.18 166.33 11.55 

Rhacophoridae 
                  

Rhacophorus moltrechti 1 4.00 1 0 15.00 0.82 6.33 0.27 9.50 0.58 2.00 0.00 1248.50 50.23 470.00 21.56 108.50 24.83 

Rhacophorus taipeianus 2 2.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 2.15 0.15 69.00 6.48 3.00 0.00 1517.75 64.50 452.50 26.29 10.75 21.50 

Scaphiopodidae 
                  

Spea intermontana 1 5.00 1 0 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.02 27.60 2.79 60.00 0.00 1378.00 30.41 1061.40 112.92 103.60 38.80 
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Chapter 5: General Discussion 

5.1 Summary of the major findings 

This study aimed to demonstrate the usefulness of anuran species as a model taxon for 

investigating inter-sexual selection. This aim was addressed by carrying out three separate 

studies, each of which tested currently unresolved areas of sexual selection. 

The first study (Chapter 2) used call recordings from the Australian frog Litoria chloris to 

investigate whether male advertisement calls in this species are used primarily as signals 

of quality (consistent with inter-sexual indicator models), or for individual recognition 

(consistent with individual recognition models). Some properties of the calls were 

consistent with individual recognition theories, such as the fact that the different call 

features that made up the calls were highly independent from each other, and that the calls 

did not appear to contain any information on the quality of a male frog (Dale et al., 2001). 

However, male quality was assumed to equate with body size in L. chloris, which may be 

an invalid assumption (see Morrison et al., 2001). It is possible that male quality is related 

to other male characteristics, or that the snout-to-vent (SVL) length alone does not 

sufficiently quantify body size. Using a combination of weight and SVL, or an alternative 

measure of size, may provide a better proxy for quality. This limitation means the inter-

sexual indicator models cannot be ruled out as an explanation for the evolution of 

advertisement calls in this species. In addition, the frequency distributions of male call 

characteristics in this species were found to be unimodal, which is consistent with inter-

sexual indicator models (Dale et al., 2001). 
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Overall, the results from the L. chloris study indicated that the advertisement calls 

produced by this species could potentially be used in individual recognition. This 

conclusion was supported by the fact that the identity of a particular male frog could be 

fairly accurately deduced using only his calls. The importance of quality signalling using 

male advertisement calls in this species, however, was unclear. 

Contrasting results were found using a meta-analysis to assess quality signalling in 

anurans collectively (Chapter 3). Information on the relationships between female 

preferences, male quality and male signals were collected from published literature. The 

relationships between these three traits were quantified, and it was found that the relative 

strengths of these relationships agreed closely with the predictions of inter-sexual 

indicator models. This result is a clear indication that male advertisement calls in anurans 

do act as signals of quality, and provides the first evidence of male signals acting as 

signals of quality across a large taxonomic group.  

Moderate levels of uncertainty in the strengths of the relationships involved in inter-

sexual selection were also found. Much of this uncertainty can likely be attributed to 

phenotypic plasticity, which will introduce variation to the different traits involved in 

inter-sexual selection. Specifically, fluctuating female preferences (Cornwallis & Uller, 

2010) and age related changes in male signals and quality will result in changes in the 

strengths of the relationships involved in inter-sexual indicator models. 

The final study conducted in this thesis was an investigation into the theory of speciation 

by sexual selection. Many studies have indicated that female preferences can drive the 

rapid divergence of populations in sympatry, thus leading to speciation (e.g. Gray & 

Cade, 2000; Boul et al., 2007). These models, therefore, predict that closely related 
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species should differ in their sexual signals, since female preferences will have caused 

them to diverge (van Doorn et al., 2004). To investigate this hypothesis, the phylogenetic 

signal present in the advertisement calls of a wide variety of anuran species was assessed. 

It was found that anuran advertisement call characters displayed phylogenetic signals of 

varying strengths. The strongest signal found was for the number of pulses present in a 

call. Pulse rate is known to be the most important call character used in species 

recognition (Littlejohn, 1971; Loftus-Hills & Littlejohn, 1971), so the fact that the 

number of pulses present in a call is similar in closely related species opposes the 

predictions of speciation by sexual selection models. In addition, when the different call 

characters were considered collectively, it was found that moderate to strong phylogenetic 

autocorrelation (i.e. high levels of similarity between closely related species) explained a 

large proportion of the variation present in frog calls, while weak phylogenetic 

autocorrelation (i.e. dissimilarity between closely related species) explained a relatively 

small proportion of the variation present. 

5.2 Limitations of the study 

There were a number of ways that each section of this thesis could have been improved 

with the benefit of hindsight. Firstly, the L. chloris study could have been improved in a 

variety of ways. The most obvious improvement would be the selection of an appropriate 

measure of male quality, since male body size does not appear to be relevant for this 

species. By selecting an appropriate measure of male quality, it would be possible to 

determine much more conclusively whether or not calls in this species act as signals of 

quality. The investigation into the effect of temperature on the calls of L. chloris could 

also have been improved. The temperature range for the study was not wide enough to 
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conclusively determine the effects of temperature, and the fact that most individuals were 

only recorded at a single temperature was a major limitation. Future work could gather 

recordings over a longer time period in order to gather more recordings from each 

individual, and also to attempt to encounter a higher range of temperatures.  

This thesis was originally intended to have a study that looked directly at the effect of the 

temperature on the calls of L. ewingii, an Australian species that has been introduced to 

New Zealand. An experiment was carried out where a number of frogs were housed in 

captivity, and the temperature was experimentally altered. However, it proved very 

difficult to induce the frogs to call in captivity, so after approximately four months the 

study was abandoned. 

The meta-analysis section of this thesis had much more minor limitations. As with most 

studies, an increase in sample size would have been advantageous. The sample size could 

have been increased by more thorough data collection methods, for example, contacting 

authors to get original data when sufficient details were not included in published studies. 

In addition, an effort could have been made to gather unpublished data, since it is possible 

that researchers may have non-significant results that they have not published. Inclusion 

of more data in the meta-analysis may have reduced the uncertainty that was associated 

with the results. The inclusion of life history data and environmental variables may also 

have resulted in a reduction in the level of uncertainty found. Unfortunately there was not 

sufficient time to gather such data. 

Another limitation of the meta-analysis was that the data used did not distinguish between 

direct and indirect benefit models of inter-sexual selection, when it was indirect benefit 

models that were the primary interest. It was not possible to differentiate the two kinds of 
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models, because only including studies on species where females select males for indirect 

benefits would have resulted in too small a sample size. The meta-analysis also assumed 

that a genetic correlation between male signals and female preferences exists in anuran 

species. While this is a common assumption, it is, as yet, not proven. 

The study on speciation by sexual selection could also have been improved in a number 

of ways. Again the sample size was an issue. For many species of frog there were only 

calls available from one individual, and in some cases there was only one call. This 

problem led to an uneven data set, where there may have been a total of 25 calls analysed 

for one species, while for another species there was only one. The methods used to 

analyse the data were able to account for this problem to a point, but it is likely that a 

large amount of the natural variation that is present in some species went unaccounted 

for. In addition, the temperature at which calls were recorded was not included in the 

analysis, as this data was unknown for many recordings. Since temperature is known to 

have different effects on different call parameters (Zweifel, 1959; Zweifel, 1968; Lingnau 

& Bastos, 2007), it is likely that the inclusion of temperature would have resulted in more 

reliable results. 

5.3 Future directions for research 

The results of this thesis indicate a variety of directions that future research could take. To 

begin with, the L. chloris study could be repeated in other species of anuran. Because of 

the unique ecology of L. chloris (Morrison et al., 2001), it is difficult to generalise the 

results found in this study. In addition, further research could be conducted looking into 

the social systems of L. chloris, in order to determine whether individual recognition is 

more important in this species compared to other anurans. Since it was found that the part 
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of calls that is directed at males in L. chloris contains information on their body size, it 

would also be worth investigating whether males of this species assess the body size of 

rivals using their calls, as has been shown in other species (Davies & Halliday, 1978). 

It would also be worthwhile to conduct an experimental study into the effects of 

temperature on frog calls, similar to the one that was attempted as part of this thesis. 

While temperature is known to have effects on the calls of anurans, most research on the 

effects of temperature consists of observational studies. Additionally, experimental 

studies consist of small numbers of frogs or small temperature ranges (e.g. Zweifel, 

1959). A comprehensive study on the effects of temperature on frog calls would be a 

useful addition to the field of research. 

The meta-analysis also opened up many avenues of research. It demonstrated a method 

which could be used in any taxonomic group to determine whether signals act as signals 

of quality. Future research could repeat this study using different taxa, assuming that it 

were possible to quantify male quality. The meta-analysis could also be repeated, making 

the improvements mentioned earlier, such as conducting a more thorough literature search 

and including life history variables. The genetic correlation between male call frequency 

and female preferences also needs to be demonstrated, in order to fully validate the results 

of the meta-analysis. 

The effects that phenotypic plasticity can have on inter-sexual selection also require more 

research. As discussed in Chapter 3, phenotypic plasticity can be expected to introduce 

variation into all of the relationships that are involved in inter-sexual indicator models. 

However, in order to determine the magnitude of these effects, research on the levels of 

phenotypic plasticity present in inter-sexual traits needs to be carried out. 
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There is also a vast amount of comparative phylogenetic work that can follow on from 

this thesis. Initially, a repeat of the study presented here (Chapter 4) could be carried out 

that increased the number of calls analysed for each species, and also corrected for the 

temperature that frogs were recorded at. The effect of other environmental variables on 

anuran signals could also be investigated. Previous studies have looked into the effects 

that variables such as microhabitat features can have on frog calls, however the 

methodology employed often does not incorporate a phylogeny as has been demonstrated 

here (e.g. Bosch & De la Riva, 2004) 

In addition to improving and expanding upon the studies presented here, this thesis has 

also demonstrated the suitability of anurans for investigations into inter-sexual selection. 

As such, there will be many other questions in the field of inter-sexual selection that it 

will be possible to answer using anurans as a model taxon. 

5.4 Overall contribution of the study 

In summary, there are a number of ways this thesis can be considered to have contributed 

to the field of scientific research. The L. chloris experiment has provided a preliminary 

study into individual recognition in anurans. The fact that the calls in this species 

exhibited a number of properties that would be useful for discriminating individuals 

indicates that being able to identify individuals using their calls may be important in this 

species. The importance of individual recognition in anuran species is relatively 

unknown, since very little work has been done to investigate it. It is possible that the 

relative simplicity of the anuran sexual system has led most researchers to assume that 

individual recognition does not play a major role in anuran social interactions. 
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The meta-analysis probably made the largest contribution to the field of inter-sexual 

selection of all the sections of this thesis. It provided convincing evidence that 

advertisement calls act as signals of quality across an entire taxonomic group. This 

finding opposed a major prediction made in a recent paper, a prediction that future studies 

would find little to no evidence for inter-sexual indicator models (see Prum, 2010). The 

meta-analysis also provided the first estimates of the strengths of the relationships 

involved in inter-sexual indicator models. These values can be used as a point of 

reference for future research, and can also inform future models. 

The investigation into speciation by sexual selection also made a significant contribution 

to the field. It provided the first large scale investigation into speciation by sexual 

selection, giving evidence that speciation in anurans is unlikely be influenced by sexual 

selection. This finding is contrary to the suggestion made by some researchers, that sexual 

selection may actually be a primary driver of speciation (Carson, 2003). The study 

presented in Chapter 4 also demonstrates how the advertisement calls of anurans can be 

used for phylogenetic comparative analyses, providing methods that could be adapted for 

use in future analyses. 

By using anurans as a model taxon to investigate some unresolved questions relating to 

sexual signals, this thesis provides a demonstration of the usefulness of anurans for 

investigating many of the unanswered questions in inter-sexual selection, in turn opening 

up new avenues of research. Because the manifestations of inter-sexual selection are 

extremely varied and complex, any new avenues of research that can help answer the 

many questions remaining in this vast field are vitally important.  
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